Rare Proof Crown of King George II
Graded PCGS PR63

2x

3147

George II (1727-60), Silver Proof Crown, 1746. Older laureate and draped bust left, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS.II. DEI.GRATIA., Reverse: crowned cruciform shields, nine
strings to Irish harp, garter star at centre, date either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, M.B.F.ET. H.REX. F.D.B. ET.L.D.S.R.I. A.T ET.E., edge inscribed in raised letters of
inverted orientation to obverse, *DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI. VICESIMO (Bull 1669
R; L&S 7; ESC 126; C&R 807 R; S.3690; KM.585.2). Attractively toned, just a few spots and marks,
practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by PCGS as PR63.
$19,000
PCGS Certification 616820.63/36046643.
The abbreviated Latin legends translate as on the obverse “George the Second by the Grace of God, King of Great Britain,
France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith” and on the reverse as “Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector
of the Holy Roman Empire.”

Rare High Grade Proof
Halfcrown of King George II Graded NGC PF65+

2x

3148

George II (1727-60), Silver proof Halfcrown, 1746. Older laureate and draped bust left, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. II. DEI. GRATIA., Reverse: crowned cruciform shields, garter
star at centre, date either side of top crown, M.B.FE. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET.
E., edge inscribed in raised letter and dated, DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI. VICESIMO.,
weight 15.07g (Bull 1691; ESC 608; S.3696). Attractively toned, has been slabbed and graded by NGC
as PF65+ the only coin in this grade.
$7,500
NGC Certification 5880649-001.
At the time of writing we note looking across both services that there are 53 coins graded of which this coin is finer than any of
the 17 graded by PCGS and regarding NGC only four pieces have graded half a step higher. The Latin legends translate to on
obverse “George II by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated Latin which if in shown in full reads “Magnae
Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun et Lunebergen-sis Dux, Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et
Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg,
High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”

Rare High Grade Proof Shilling
of King George II Graded NGC PF64

2x

3149

George II (1727-60), Silver Proof Shilling, 1746. Older laureate and draped bust left, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIVS. II. DEI. GRATIA. Reverse: crowned cruciform shields, garter star at
centre, date either side of top crown, M.B.FE. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E. (Bull
1727; ESC 1208; S.3704). Scratches on slab holder. Attractively toned has been slabbed and graded by
NGC as PF64.
$5,000
NGC Certification 1877409-006.
At the time of writing we note that both services have graded a total of 39 examples of the 1746 proof shilling of which only
nine are finer graded than this piece. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as on the obverse “George the Second by the Grace
of God, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith” and on the reverse as “Duke of Brunswick and
Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”

Penultimate Year 1750 Crown
of King George II Graded NGC MS61

2x

3150

George II (1727-60), Silver Crown, 1750. Older laureate and draped bust left, GEORGIVS.II. DEI.
GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Reverse: crowned cruciform shields, garter star at centre,
legend M.B.F.ET.H. REX. F.D.B. ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T ET.E. edge inscribed in raised letters .DECVS. ET.
TVTAMEN. ANNO REGNI. VICESIMO QVARTO, weight 30.08g (Bull 1670; ESC 127; S.3690).
Attractively toned, with underlying mint bloom enhancing the design, just a hint of wear to the highest
points probably from light cabinet friction, good extremely fine and scarce, slabbed and graded MS61.
$7,500
NGC Certification 4628995-001.
The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George II by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated Latin
which if in shown in full reads “Magnae Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun et Lunebergen-sis Dux, Sacri
Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the
Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”

High Grade One Year Only
Type of the Smallest Gold Coin of George III

4x

3151

George III (1760-1820), Gold Quarter Guinea, 1762. Long haired laureate head right, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. III. DEI. GRATIA., Reverse: crowned quartered shield of
arms, date either side of top crown, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B. ET. L. DVX S.R.I.A.T. ET. E. edge
diagonally grained (MCE 463; S.3741). Toned, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as MS63. $1,250
NGC Certification 3728329-006.
At the time of writing we note that of 124 graded across both services that only 13 rate finer, meaning this piece hovers within
the top 10% of the graded pieces. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as on the obverse “George the Third by the Grace
of God,” and on the reverse as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and
Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”

Joint Highest Graded 1763
Northumberland Shilling at NGC MS64

2x

3152

George III (1760-1820), Silver Shilling, 1763. So-called Northumberland type, young laureate and draped
bust right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. III DEI. GRATIA., Reverse:
crowned cruciform shields, eight strings to Irish harp, garter star at centre, date either side of top crown,
Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E.,
weight 6.00g (ESC 1214; Bull 2124; C&R 1004; S.3742). Attractively toned, just a few tiny flecks, otherwise
a pleasing extremely fine, slabbed and graded by NGC as MS64.
$3,000
NGC Certification 5880634-001.
At the time of writing this coin currently ties for the highest graded 1763 Shilling at NGC who have graded 59 pieces. By
comparison PCGS have graded 30 pieces and only one grades finer at a step higher. The Northumberland Shilling is so called
because the Earl of Northumberland as the new Lord Lieutenant of Dublin in 1763 distributed £100 worth of these new coins,
some two thousand pieces whilst parading on the streets of Dublin in Ireland. An old ticket accompanies this piece written in
the hand of one of the earlier generations of the Baldwin family (early 20th Century) mentioning the £100 worth given out, and
falsely giving the impression that £100 worth was the sum total issued, when in fact the calendar year of 1763 represented an
output of 2,629 pounds in weight of silver for coinage. The coinage of 1763 consisted of maundy denominations and shillings
only, and probably means that circa 100,000 shillings plus would have been issued which is still a very small figure as annual
mintage goes.
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, February 1995, item 228.

Very High Grade George III 1770
Copper Proof Halfpenny PCGS PR65 Brown

2x

3153

George III (1760-1820), Copper Proof Halfpenny, 1770. Laureate and cuirassed bust right, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. III. REX. Reverse: struck en medaille, Britannia seated on
globe left holding olive branch and spear, shield to rear, date in exergue, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, BRITAN NIA. edge plain (Peck 895; S.3774). Attractively toned with hint of lustre and
bluish colour, one tiny dig under breastplate, otherwise practically as struck, has been slabbed and graded
by PCGS as PR65BN.
$3,500
PCGS Certification 610325.65/80844304.
At the time of writing we note that 16 pieces have been graded across both services of this the first year for the copper Halfpenny
of George III, 50% of the population have graded finer. The Latin legends translate as “George III King” on obverse, and on
reverse “of the Britains.”

Very Rare Proof 1774 Guinea
introducing the Fourth Portrait of King George III

3x

3154

George III (1760-1820), Gold Proof Guinea, 1774. Fourth laureate head right, GEORGIVS .III DEI.
GRATIA., Reverse: crowned quartered shield of arms, date either side of crown, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D.
B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E. (WR 95 R; MCE 379; S.3728). Attractively toned, just a few light hairlines,
with die flaw to right of shield on reverse, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF63, very rare.		
$12,500
NGC Certification 4745877-001.
We note across both services that at the time of writing only 23 examples of this rare proof have thus far been graded with
the finest two being at 65 level. The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George III by the Grace of God” continuing on the
reverse in abbreviated Latin which if in shown in full reads “Magnae Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun
et Lunebergen-sis Dux, Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and
Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”
1774 marks the first year for the fourth bust of George III and perhaps why a limited number of proof coins were struck. The
Mint produced £4,685,624 worth of gold coin in the calendar year of 1774, a large amount as they were only striking gold and
copper at this time with no silver output. The amount produced was also boosted by the fact that Parliament had passed an Act to
call in all the underweight Guineas in circulation below 128 grains in weight. Conducted in two stages first all coin below standard
weight was demonetized on 24th June 1774, with a second order specifically to demonetize guineas below 128 grains on 1st May
1776. The recoinage of the £16,500,000 called in accounted for high outputs until 1776, with much of the coin then finding its
way across the Atlantic to the Americas.

Rare George III 1787 Proof Shilling
Graded NGC PF62 Variety With Hearts on Reverse

2x
3155

2x

George III (1760-1820), Silver Proof Shilling, 1787. Struck in fine silver, laureate and cuirassed bust right,
legend surrounding with beaded outer border at raised rim both sides, GEORGIVS. III. DEI. GRATIA.
Reverse: struck en medaille, cruciform shields, with semée of hearts in Hanoverian arms, crowns in angles,
garter star at centre, date at bottom without stops either side, legend surrounding commences lower left,
M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E. plain edge, weight 6.43g (Bull 2132; ESC 1226;
S.3746). Toned, a few light marks, good extremely fine, has been graded and slabbed by PCGS as PR62.
$1,500
PCGS Certification 149832.62/34313088.
The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George III by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated Latin
which if in shown in full reads “Magnae Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun et Lunebergen-sis Dux,
Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of
the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.” This issue of the Proof
Shilling was struck exclusively in pure silver for the use of the Bank of England along with pure silver Sixpences, and fine gold
Guineas and Half-Guineas as of September 1787. The order was approved by the Master of the Mint on the 19th September
and Lewis Pingo went ahead and struck 168 four coin groups of which this coin would have been one of 168 shillings struck. A
contemporary record (Mint 1/14 p.12) shows that 100 of the four coin sets were for the Directors of the Bank of England, 18
for higher ranking officers, 38 for Royal Mint officials and 12 for the Company of Moneyers.
For further reading on the issue of 1787 Shillings and for a breakdown of some recipients of the sets of four coins see Appendix E
in the article “The 1787 Shilling - A Transition in Minting Technique” by H E Manville and Prof. P P Gaspar, British Numismatic
Journal, 2004, volume 74. Provenance: Purchased privately from Spink and Son Ltd. c.2005. This coin illustrated in “Coinage and
Currency in Eighteenth Century Britain, The Provincial Coinage” by David W Dykes, page 38, number 32.

2x
3156

2x

George III (1760-1820). Gold “Spade” Guinea, 1787. Laureate head right. Reverse: Arms on crowned,
spade-shaped shield (S.3729). In PCGS holder graded as MS 61.
$1,000
PCGS Certification 618045.61/36308667.

Extremely Rare “Dorrien and Magens”
Shilling of 1798 in High Grade NGC MS62

Lot 3157
4x

3157

George III (1760-1820), Silver Shilling, 1798. So-called Dorrien and Magens type, older laureate and
cuirassed bust right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA.
Reverse: cruciform emblematic shields, garter star at centre, crowns in angles, date at bottom with stop
either side, Latin continuous legend and toothed border surrounding, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L.
D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E. weight 6.04g (ESC 1227 R5; Bull 2139 R5; S.3742). Attractive even toning, good
extremely fine and very rare, one of the key coins in the currency Shilling series, graded by NGC as
MS62.
$35,000
NGC Certification 5880636-001.
At the time of writing we note only five examples of this extremely rare shilling have been graded by both services, each service
recording one example grading finer, and this coin ties for second highest graded. The Latin legends translate to on obverse
“George III by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated Latin which if shown in full reads “Magnae
Britanniae Franciae ET Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun ET Lunebergen-sis Dux, Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius ET
Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg,
High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.” The story of the Dorrien and Magens Shilling has been more fully
written up in the past in volumes like John Craig’s “The Mint” and a specific article by G P Dyer and P P Gasper in the British
Numismatic Journal in 1982, volume 52 from which this footnote is sourced. Silver had been in short supply during the years of
the Napoleonic Wars, and the Mint price that was paid to coin silver supplied was 62 Shillings for each pound of weight, with
bankers and others having the right to bring silver in to sell at this level. As the price of silver generally remained higher than
this coinage rate naturally no silver came in to the Mint, but around January to February of 1798 the price of silver fluctuated
and dipped as low as 60 shillings a pound; so a group of bankers decided to exercise their right, and 9,895 pound weight of
silver was physically presented to the Mint in tranches over the next few months, enough to produce over 600,000 shillings. The
vociferous spokesperson of the group was Mr Magens Dorrien-Magens of 22 Finch Lane, who was a partner of the banking
firm Dorrien-Magens, Mello, Martin and Harrison; who also sent some silver (perhaps in a private capacity) with the banker
Mr Hoare. Other bankers that sent in silver were Barclay, Binn, Wood, Barnett, Robarts, Devaynes, Prescott and Hankey. Work
started at the Mint to convert the bullion to silver Shillings dated 1798, as per the coin offered herewith; however the activity did
not go un-noticed by the Committee on Coin, and a stop on more silver bullion coming in was made, with the issue of the coins
effectively embargoed as of the 9th May 1798, when some 4,500 pound weight of the 9,895 pound total was still un-assayed. The
exact reasons for stoppage are not specifically recorded, but Lord Liverpool the head of the committee and others were worried
about the impact of a release of the shillings upon the flow of gold, which would no doubt be exchanged for the new silver to
then be melted down as gold bullion, and leave the country at this difficult time of war. The bankers protested with Magens
Dorrien-Magens as their spokesman in a petition of 28th June 1798 (Dorrien-Magens was in fact the earliest to deposit silver of
the group of bankers), and payment was eventually granted as exchequer bills after the 20th July 1798 by which time the bankers
were out of pocket from the loss of interest on the money tied up in the embargoed silver, with eventual payment of the same
settled later by the 24th August 1798. As to the silver, the un-assayed portion was melted, along with perhaps as many as 34,000
of the coins and reformed as bars, but did not find its way to the Bank of England vault until an instruction of June 1799, with
physical delivery in July. Dyer and Gaspar estimate that as much as 550 pounds weight of the silver may have been available as
finished coin (c.34,000) by the 9th May 1798 but probably less (their estimate c.30,000). The quantity of this coin survived in the
care of the Mint for up to 12 months before eventual melting to bars and sending to the Bank of England. There is a record
MINT 9/212 dating from 1799 highlighting a discrepancy in the quantity of inferior silver that is equivalent to 4 pounds, 7 ounces
and 8 penny weights of standard silver, compared to what it was on the 9th May 1798, indicating that perhaps up to 285 pieces
had gone astray of the coins in the months the coins had laid idle. This would be a maximum number that escaped, and survival
rates till present time are usually a very small percentage of what was available contemporarily at the time. When Dyer and Gaspar
wrote their article in 1982 they traced only 14 examples which would indicate a survival of 5% of the maximum that could have
escaped (still a high number compared to other currency coin survival rates). Today we can add some more to this number and
there are perhaps just over twenty examples now known, eight being institutionalized in museums. This Shilling represents what
is the ultimate currency Shilling date for the reign if not the series, with such an interesting story of economic and social history
for an issue that was to be circulated in great quantity, but was embargoed and then the vast majority melted. This coin represents
an extremely rare opportunity to own such an example as it seems only four examples including this have been available in the
last ten years.

Very Rare Pattern Copper Crown
of King George III Shield Reverse 1798 Graded NGC PF64

3158

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Copper Crown, 1798. Struck by W J Taylor after C H Kuchler, laureate
and draped bust right, : C. H. K on truncation, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS
III DEI GRATIA REX., top leaf points to centre of letter E, Reverse: inverted die axis, crowned quartered
shield of arms, date either side of top crown, abbreviated Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
M.B.F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T.ET.E., edge plain (Dickinson 15 dies C/1a1; Bull 1908 R2; ESC
170; L&S 31). Has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF64 BN.
$2,750
NGC Certification 4864282-002.
At the time of writing the only piece graded by NGC; for comparison we note PCGS have graded two examples of which one
is finer. The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George III by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated
Latin which if in shown in full reads “Magnae Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun et Lunebergen-sis Dux,
Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the
Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.” Reference: Pattern Crowns
Dated 1798 by Michael Dickinson, Spink Numismatic Circular October 1999.

3159

2x
2x
George III (1760-1820), Gold Guinea, 1798. Fifth laureate head right, GEORGIVS .III. DEI.GRATIA,
Reverse: spade shaped crowned quartered shield of arms, date below, legend reads in abbreviated Latin
commencing lower left M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S. R. I. A. T ET. E., weight 8.39g (MCE 402;
S.3729). Toned, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as MS62.
$2,000
NGC Certification 5880617-016.
The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George III by the Grace of God” continuing on the reverse in abbreviated Latin
which if shown in full reads “Magnae Britanniae Franciae et Hiberniae Rex Fidei Defensor Brun et Lunebergen-sis Dux, Sacri
Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurius et Elector” and translates as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender of the
Faith, Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.” The output of gold for 1798
calendar year was nearly three million pounds and it seems many were hoarded. This was because of events leading up to 1798
starting with the French Republic declaring war on Great Britain, Holland and Spain in 1793 with military expenditure initially
draining gold coin from the country. By 1796 it had become necessary for the Bank of England to lend the Government a large
amount of money and subsequently with fears of an invasion by the French in 1797 there was a run on the banks, and cash
resources at the Bank of England ran alarmingly low. On 27th February 1797 the Privy Council issued an Order preventing the
Bank of England making payments in cash and the Act of 1777 preventing banknote issue below £5 face value was rescinded.
The problem of smaller coin for circulation was only partially solved by the issue of the new seven-shilling gold piece of one
third of a guinea from 1797, as well as the countermarking of the large holding of Spanish Dollars in the Bank of England. It
was in these times of uncertainty that the gold Guinea was no doubt the coin of choice to be hoarded.

High Grade 1803 Third Guinea of King George III

2x
3160

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gold Third Guinea, 1803. Second type, first laureate head right, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA., Reverse: large crown, date below crown,
legend surrounding commencing at top, + BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR (MCE 455;
S.3739). Lightly toned, good extremely fine, the last year for the type, has been graded and slabbed by
NGC as MS63.
$750
NGC Certification 4425376-007.
We note that of 37 examples graded across both PCGS and NGC this coin falls into the top 5% of the roster of the highest
grades, with only one piece graded higher at NGC. The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George III by the grace of God”
and on the reverse “King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” The gold coinage production for the year of 1803 amounted
to £596,445 which would have consisted entirely of Half-Guineas and Thirds, the latter denomination being introduced to help
alleviate the lack of silver coinage in circulation.

High Grade 1804 Third Guinea of King George III

2x
3161

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gold Third Guinea, 1804. Third type, second laureate head right, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA., Reverse: large crown, date below, legend
surrounding commencing top, * BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR (MCE 456; S.3740).
$750
Toned, has been graded and slabbed by PCGS as MS62.
PCGS Certification 618017.62/33841615.
We note at the time of writing that of the 57 examples of the 1804 Third Guinea currently graded at both services, only a total
of four pieces are graded finer. The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George III by the grace of God” and on the reverse
“King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” The gold coinage production for the year of 1804 amounted to £718,397 which
would have consisted entirely of Half-Guineas and Thirds, the latter denomination being introduced to help alleviate the lack of
silver coinage in circulation.

2x
3162

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gold Third Guinea, 1806. Third type, second laureate head right, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA., Reverse: large crown, date below, legend
surrounding commencing top, * BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR (MCE 457; S.3740).
Toned, with some light flecking, a pleasing extremely fine, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as
MS62.
$750
NGC Certification 4346117-002.
At the time of writing we note that of 45 examples graded across both PCGS and NGC this coin falls into the top 28% of the
roster of the highest grades. The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George III by the grace of God” and on the reverse
“King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” The gold coinage production for the year of 1806 amounted to £405,106 which
would have consisted entirely of Half-Guineas and Thirds, the latter denomination being introduced to help alleviate the lack of
silver coinage in circulation.

Very High Grade Irish George III
1806 Gilt Copper Proof Farthing NGC PF64 Cameo

2x
3163

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gilt Copper Proof Farthing, 1806. Soho Mint Birmingham, early period, laureate
and draped bust right, side whiskers rendered with incuse lines, incuse K on truncation for engraver
Conrad Heinrich Kuchler, date below, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding, GEORGIUS III.
D: G. REX. Reverse: inverted die axis, Britannia seated left on rock, holding olive branch and trident with
shield, raised K to left on ground to left of shield, SOHO raised on rock to right, ship sailing right to
left of Britannia, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIA, edge grained (Peck 1387
KH13; S.3782). A few tiny marks, toned, practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as
PF64 Cameo.
$500
NGC Certification 4928205-002.
These special presentation proofs were struck in gilt copper at Matthew Boulton’s Soho Mint Manufactory in Birmingham using
the steam presses invented by James Watt. Boulton and Watt appear together on the reverse of the soon to be replaced UK £50
banknote. The Latin legend translates as “George III by the grace of God, King” and on the reverse “of Britain.”

High Grade 1810 Third Guinea of King George III

2x
3164

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gold Third Guinea, 1810. Third type, second laureate head right, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA. Reverse: large crown, date below, legend
surrounding commencing top, * BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR (MCE 460; S.3740).
Toned a little unevenly, good extremely fine, has been graded and slabbed by PCGS as MS62.
$750
PCGS Certification 618040.62/34958639.
At the time of writing the PCGS population report shows a total of 41 examples graded of this date, with only five graded higher.
For comparison NGC have graded 72 examples of which only 14 are higher. The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George
III by the grace of God” and on the reverse “King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” The gold coinage production for the
year of 1810 amounted to £316,936 which would have consisted entirely of Half-Guineas and Thirds, the latter denomination
being introduced to help alleviate the lack of silver coinage in circulation.
Ex Stacks Bowers, Hong Kong Auction, 2nd April 2018, lot 53759.

Lot 3165
2x

The Only Example in Private Hands
of the Five Berry Obverse Pattern Silver Bank Dollar 1811 NFC PF60

3165

George III (1760-1820), Silver Pattern Bank of England Dollar, 1811. Engraved by John Phillp, small
laureate and draped bust left, six berries in wreath, *.* on obliquely milled truncation, Latin legend and
toothed borders surrounding both sides, GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA REX., Reverse: struck en medaille,
four line inscription, BANK / TOKEN / 5S. 6D. / 1811, within tied oak wreath, initials I.P. with first stop
centrally placed under tie knot, stem points to left, 24 acorns in wreath, weight 26.57g (ESC 203 dies L/5
R4; Bull 1990; L&S 121; Davis 34). Some light surface marks, light tone, has been graded and slabbed by
NGC as PF60, extremely rare, especially with the six berry wreath obverse, the extra berry appearing as part
of a pair of berries above the ear, the only example this cataloguer has ever seen of this variety in this
metal.
$10,000
NGC Certification 4298219-001.
The Latin legend translates to on obverse “George the Third, King by the Grace of God.” The only example Linecar and
stone could find having publicly traded, when they printed their book on the English Proof and Pattern Crown Size Pieces
in 1968 was the example offered in the Francis Cokayne sale at Glendining 17th July 1946 lot 29 that was sold to the Bank of
England Museum. Maurice Bull in the latest English Silver Coinage publication for his reference number 1990 gives an erroneous
provenance to a piece in auction that turns out to be a five berry obverse K, so that is a red herring. What is more, Michael
Dickinson in his articles on the Bank of England Dollar varieties in the Spink Numismatic Circulars of October to December
1999, could only list two known examples of this variety, the Cokayne example that he viewed later in the Bank of England
Museum, and only one other in the Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, which was part of the Bowles Collection originally cited in
the Davis reference given. The Chesser Collection was unknown to Michael Dickinson at the time of his Circular articles in 1999.
Therefore today this coin is the only example we can trace in private ownership of ESC 203 the six berry wreath variety of the
coin in silver, and is certainly rarer than the R4 rating given in ESC and should be viewed with an R6 rating.
Ex Arthur Chesser Collection, Dix Noonan and Webb, Auction 113, 17th September 2013, lot 175. The late Arthur Chesser
(1900-70) was a Post-War antiques dealer in metals, mainly copper and brass, who collected coins as a hobby at the same time,
obtaining many of his coins after World War II, mainly through the London dealer Leonard Sverdloff who obtained much of
his stocks through the auction rooms of Glendining and Sotheby. After his death the collection was split between two sons, with
the first half appearing for auction in Spink Auction 38 in 1984 lots 179-254 inclusive as a Collection of English Crowns. The
second half from which the more specialized Bank of England Dollar series and countermarks appeared nearly 30 years later in
the auction cited above.

George III Key Final Date Three Shilling
Bank Token of 1816 PCGS MS63

2x
3166

2x

George III (1760-1820), Silver Bank Token of Three Shillings, 1816. Second laureate head right, Latin
legend GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA REX, Reverse: denomination and date in four lines surrounded by
oak and laurel wreath (ESC 424; Bull 2085 R3; S.3770). Toned, good extremely fine and very rare, has been
slabbed and graded by PCGS as MS63.
$2,750
PCGS Certification 206309.63/81171722.
At the time of writing we note only five examples of this very rare coin have been graded at both services. This coin ties for
the finest graded by PCGS. The final year of the Three Shilling bank token as shown here is by far the rarest and this piece has
a provenance stretching back over 25 years. The Latin obverse legend translates as “George III, King by the Grace of God”
coupled with an English language reverse.
Ex Coin Galleries, New York, auction sale July 1991, lot 1140.

3167

George III (1760-1820), Silver Crown, 1819 LIX. Laureate head right, PISTRUCCI below truncation,
date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS III D: G: BRITANNIARUM
REX F: D: Reverse: St George and dragon right, PISTRUCCI in exergue, Order of the Garter motto
in French surrounding.HONI. SOIT. QUI. MAL. Y. PENSE. edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS
ET TUTAMEN* ANNO REGNI LIX* (Bull 2010; Davies 5; ESC 215; S.3787). Attractively toned,
practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as MS63.
$2,000
NGC Certification 4425338-002.
We note at the time of writing that 284 examples of this crown have been graded across both services of which only 40 are finer.
The Latin legend translates as on the obverse “George the Third, by the grace of God, King of the Britons, Defender of the
Faith” and the French on the reverse, “Evil to him who evil thinks,” additionally on the edge “An ornament and a safeguard, in
the 59th year of the reign”.

Choice Proof pattern 1820 Two Pounds,
One of just Sixty Examples Struck and Tied for Second Highest

3x

3168

George III (1760-1820), Gold Proof Pattern Two Pounds, 1820. Laureate head right by Benedetto
Pistrucci, date below, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS III D: G: BRITANNIARUM
REX F: D:, Reverse: inverted die axis, St George and dragon right, initials W.W.P. raised on ground below
broken lance for Mint Master William Wellesley Pole, B.P. to upper right of exergue, edge inscribed in
raised letters, DECUS ET TUTAMEN* ANNO REGNI LX*, weight 15.97g (Hawkins 134; WR 179 R3;
S.3784). Some minor scratches in line with the grade, an otherwise immensely pleasing specimen graded
by NGC as PF63 Ultra Cameo, the joint second highest certified by both NGC and PCGS.
$60,000
NGC Certification 5880663-003.
With only sixty pieces struck, the 1820 gold Pattern Two Pounds is one of the hardest years of this denomination for collectors to
obtain. Produced under the Master of the Mint William Wellesley Pole - brother of the Duke of Wellington – in a last swansong
coin for the reign of King George III, this type is highly coveted as a magnificent example of the work of Benedetto Pistrucci.
A gold Five Pounds and Two Pounds had been in gestation since 1816 when ideas for the new “recoinage” which reintroduced
the Sovereign as a denomination were coming to fruition. However, it was not till 1819-20 that the physical manifestation of the
gold Five Pounds and Two Pounds came to exist. Edward Hawkins writing in his article “Gold Coins of England” in volume 13
of the Numismatic Chronicle 1850-51, page 170 talks of the workers at the Mint preparing the gold patterns of the Five Pound
and Two Pound piece, and working through the night when the death of George III was expected hourly. The coins were finished
literally as the King passed away on 29th January 1820 and only 25 pieces of each had been officially ordered. However, by some
misunderstanding, 60 examples of the gold Two Pounds were physically struck, perhaps because it became readily apparent that
the King had passed away, and that such pieces would become treasured mementos in memory of his long reign.

Rare Hercules Pattern Crown for King George III NGC PF62

2x

3169

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Copper Crown, 1820. Engraved by Jean Pierre Droz after the Monneron
Brothers pattern of 1792, Hercules seated attempting to break a fasces across his left knee, with lion skin
and club behind by base of a Doric column, shoreline and see to right with three boats sailing, date with
two laurel branches tied beneath in exergue, legend above, VIS VNITATE FORTIOR, toothed border
around rim both sides, Reverse: struck en medaille, crowned quartered shield of arms, legend surrounding,
DEVS ET TVTAMEN., edge plain (Bull 2059 R2; ESC 244; L&S 212; KM.PnD77?). A few spots on
obverse, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF62 BN, though we note on two previous appearances
at auction it was previously graded by PCGS and NGC as PF64 and PF64BN respectively.
$2,750
NGC Certification 4864282-004.
The Latin legends translate as on the obverse “United strength is stronger” and on the reverse “An ornament and a safeguard.”
Ex Ira and Larry Goldberg, Auction 34, 5th February 2006, lot 2716 as PCGS PF64.
Ex Heritage 6th September 2012, lot 24056 as NGC PF64 BN.

Extremely Rare Pattern Copper
Two Pounds Dated 1824 of King George IV PCGS PR63

2x
3170

2x

George IV (1820-30), Pattern Two Pounds, 1824. Struck in bronzed copper, engraved by William Wyon
after the model by Francis Chantrey, bare head left, of a different hair arrangement to later proof issues in
gold, more pronounced Adam’s apple in neck, plain truncation, date below close to border teeth, rosette
either side, legend close to toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Reverse: engraved
by J. B. Merlen, quartered shield of arms with an escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover upon crowned
ermine mantle, legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:, edge plain
(WR 221 R2; S.3799). Toned with some hairline marks in the fields, has been slabbed and graded by PCGS
$3,000
as PR63.
PCGS Certification 208156.63/37216223.
At the time of writing we note this is the second finest graded of these rare patterns of a total of four graded across both
services. The Latin legends translate to on obverse “George the Fourth by the Grace of God” and on the reverse as “King of
the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” This intriguing pattern is the forerunner of what became the gold proof Two Pounds dated
1825 and 1826. The reverse of this early copper pattern piece by Merlen matches the later gold pieces albeit the lettering is a little
less distinct on the later gold pieces; however the obverse of this piece engraved by William Wyon is different in a number of
details showing the earlier thoughts of Wyon in the design. Wilson and Rasmussen in their gold pattern book detail this bust as
“small” bare head compared to the later gold issues, this is not true as the size of the head is the same. What is different is the
placing of the legend and date on this 1824 piece which is much closer to the toothed border which seems in turn to have more
border teeth than the later patterns. The lettering being closer to the border gives the illusion of the head being smaller as there is
more background field between the bottoms of the letters and the bust, but the bust is not actually smaller. A quick count of the
border teeth below the date only reveals 14 complete teeth for the width from start of 1 to end of 4. On the 1826 gold Proof the
tooth count is 13 complete teeth only, so the spacing of teeth differs and various letters in the legend point either to tooth or a
space in deference to the 1826 issue. The head though of a similar size, is different to the later proof gold issues in the following
ways. Most noticeable is the hair is of a different arrangement, not as detailed in parts of the curls around the top and back of
the head with more incomplete swirls which have been flourished by the time of the 1825-26 proof gold issues. However, the
hair is more noticeably different in the area at the centre of the head above the ear where the arrangement differs entirely. The
nostril of the nose on this piece is more round and shorter than the elongated nostril on the later gold pieces. The Adam’s apple
is bulbous and more prominent on this pattern too. The chin is more rounded on this pattern whereas the later gold proof coins
have a more pointed appearance. The ear is more rounded around its top and appears to be at more of an angle than the more
upright flat top ear of the later gold pieces. This 1824 copper pattern does have a plain edge companion version struck in gold
listed as WR221, as well as an inscribed edge version (WR220) and a uniface obverse (WR222). The 1825 and 1826 dated proofs
are all of the later type head just described above. An intriguing pattern which does differ from the 1825 and 1826 gold Proofs
significantly which is not usually pointed out or described in other numismatic entries elsewhere.

Only Graded Example of the
1825 Pattern Shilling of George IV NGC PF62

2x

3171

George IV (1820-30), Silver Pattern Shilling, 1825. Second bare head left, date below, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Reverse: inverted die axis, small crowned lion standing
left on large crown over emblems, legend commences lower left, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:
edge milled, weight 5.64g (Bull 2417 R5 plate coin; Davies 241; ESC 1264 R5). Darker tone, a little patchy
in places, otherwise practically as struck, extremely rare, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF62.
$6,000
NGC Certification 2722100-006.
At the time of writing this coin still appears to be the only piece graded by NGC and therefore top of the population. The Latin
obverse legend translates as “George the Fourth by the Grace of God” and on the reverse “King of the Britains, Defender of
the Faith.” These “small lion” patterns carry the same obverse as the currency shilling but the reverse not only differs in the
sizing of the lion but also in the large crown below it, and the wording of the legend which has more abbreviated Latin than that
adopted for the currency piece.
Ex Baldwin Auction 44, 2nd May 2006, lot 979.

High Grade Proof Crown of King George IV NGC PF63

2x

3172

George IV (1820-30), Silver Proof Crown, 1826. Bare head left, date below, Latin legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Reverse: inverted die axis, crowned and crested
helmet over quartered shield of arms, with a crowned escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover, French
language motto on banner below DIEU ET MON DROIT, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF: edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS ET TUTAMEN* ANNO
REGNI SEPTIMO, weight 28.27g (L&S 27; Bull 2336; ESC 257; Davies 151; S.3806). Attractively toned,
with only a few tiny flecks and spots and the lightest of hairlining, has been graded and slabbed by NGC
as PF63.
$15,000
NGC Certification 2722101-001.
We note at the time of writing that 106 examples of this crown have been graded by both services of which only 33 grade finer.
The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George the Fourth by the grace of God,” and on the reverse “King of all the Britains,
Defender of the Faith” and upon the edge “An ornament and a safeguard, in the seventh year of the reign.” The banner motto
translates as “God and my right.”
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 26th September 2006, lot 209.

High Grade NGC MS62 George IV 1826 Bare Head Sovereign

2x
3173

2x

George IV (1820-30), Gold Sovereign, 1826. Second bare head left, date below neck, legend and
toothed border surrounding.GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA., Reverse: crowned quartered shield of
arms, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:, edge, milled, weight 8.00g (Schneider -; Bentley 19; Marsh
11; S.3801). Surface marks both sides, practically extremely fine, the date not present in the Schneider
Collection, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as MS62.
$3,500
NGC Certification 5880615-006.
We note currently that a total of 192 examples of the 1826 Sovereign have been graded across both services of which only 19
pieces are finer. Calendar year mintage 5,724,046. The Latin legend translates as “George the Fourth by the Grace of God” on
the obverse and on reverse as “King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.” This was the second year for the bare head portrait
of George IV coupled with the shield reverse design that lasted until the end of the reign. Provenance: Ex Noble Investments
plc, purchased Winter 2005.

High Grade Proof Halfcrown of King George IV NGC PF64

3174

2x
2x
George IV (1820-30), Silver Proof Halfcrown, 1826. Bare head left, date below, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIVS IV DEI GRATIA, Reverse: crowned helm with garnish over quartered
shield of arms, incorporating the Arms of Hanover as an escutcheon, garter motto on banner below,
DIEU ET MON DROIT, legend surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:, weight 14.20g (Bull
2376; Davies 192; ESC 647; S.3808). Attractively toned, just a few light tone spots on neck, otherwise
practically as struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF64.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880545-001.
At the time of writing of the 34 graded by NGC only seven pieces are graded higher, PCGS have graded 38 pieces of which again
only six are technically higher so based on these figures this piece is within the top 10% of the finest graded overall. The Latin
legend translates as “George the Fourth by the grace of God,” on obverse and on the reverse as “King of the Britains, Defender
of the Faith.” The new Chief Engraver William Wyon produced his first proof designs for the 1825-26 coinage of which this
Halfcrown is an example of the mastery of his engraving technique. Such coins would have constituted the second largest silver
coin in the full proof set dated 1826, of which it is thought no more than 400 were released.

Coronation Silver Proof Crown of
King William IV with W.W. on Truncation NGC PF60

2x

3175

William IV (1830-37), Silver Proof Crown, 1831. Engraved by William Wyon, bare head right, W.W.
incuse on truncation, Latin legend surrounding, GULIELMUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F: D:,
toothed border around rim both sides, Reverse: inverted die axis, quartered shield of arms with a crowned
escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover, within Order of the Garter upon crowned robed mantle, date
below, ANNO 1831, edge plain, weight 27.73g (Bull 2462; L&S 1; ESC 271 R2; S.3833). Attractively
toned, some surface marks, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF60, rare.
$20,000
NGC Certification 4862557-009.
The abbreviated Latin legend on the obverse translates as “William the Fourth by the Grace of God, King of the Britains,
Defender of the Faith.” The magnificent silver Proof Crowns of King William IV are the largest portrait coins readily available
of him. William Wyon produced them to go towards the complete proof sets dated for the year of his Coronation of which
some 120+ sets were produced. There were no doubt extra proof coins to sell singly at the time and the Crown exists in two main
varieties, the first that had Wyon’s name spelt out in full in raised letters on the truncation as Pistrucci had once done in the reign
of George III. It seems this initial pattern was not accepted as the coin to go towards the proof set as the die was altered to read
merely W.W. incuse on the truncation as we have herewith for the bulk of the coins that exist today. Some very rare transitional
pieces show a trace of the W.WYON with lines ruled over the top to erase it on the struck coins and the W.W. incuse to the left,
but most show merely the W.W. incuse.
Ex Noble Investments plc, purchased Winter 2005.

High Grade NGC MS62 William IV 1832 Second Bare Head Sovereign

2x

3176

William IV (1830-37), Gold Sovereign, 1832. Second bare head right, nose points to second I in legend
with flat top ear, W.W. incuse on truncation, GULIELMUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F: D: toothed
border around rim both sides, Reverse: crowned quartered shield of arms in frame, ANNO 1832 below,
weight 8.02g (Bentley 28; Marsh 17; S.3829B). A pleasing example, toned good extremely fine, has been
graded and slabbed by NGC as MS62.
$3,500
NGC Certification 5880615-007.
We note that a total of 196 examples of the 1832 Sovereign have been graded across both services of which only 22 pieces are
finer. The calendar year mintage of Sovereigns for 1832 totals 3,737,065. The Latin legends translate on obverse as “William IV
by the Grace of God, King of the Britains, Defender of the Faith,” and on the reverse “In the year 1832.”

2x

3177

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Sovereign, 1838. First young head left, W.W. raised on truncation for engraver
William Wyon, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA DEI GRATIA, Reverse: crowned
quartered shield of arms within laurel wreath, emblems below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
BRITANNIARUM REGINIA FID: DEF:, weight 7.99g (Bentley 36; Marsh 22 R; S.3852). Lightly toned,
some surface marks and digs on obverse, some quite prominent in neck area with short scratches, otherwise
a bold very fine.
$3,000
Calendar Year Mintage 2,718,6904 The Latin legends translates on obverse as “Victoria by the Grace of God,” and on the reverse
“Queen of the Briton’s, Defender of the Faith.”

High Grade NGC MS61 Victoria Young Head Shield Sovereign

2x
3178

2x

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Sovereign, 1870. Second young filleted head left, W.W. raised on truncation
for engraver William Wyon, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA DEI
GRATIA, Reverse: crowned quartered shield of arms, laurel wreath surrounding, die number 88 below,
emblems below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF:
weight 8.01g (Bentley 218; Marsh 54; S.3853B). Toned, light surface marks, extremely fine, has been
graded and slabbed by NGC as MS61.
$750
NGC Certification 5880615-008.
We note that a total of 156 examples of the 1870 Sovereign have been graded across both services and only 29 pieces are finer
than a 61 level. Calendar year mintage 2,189,960. The Latin legends translates on obverse as “Victoria by the Grace of God,” and
on the reverse “Queen of the Britains, Defender of the Faith.”

Struck for the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria
with only 797 Examples Struck

2.5x

3179

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Proof Five Pounds, 1887. Jubilee type crowned bust left, J.E.B. initials on
truncation, VICTORIA D: G: BRITT: REG: F: D:, Reverse: St George and dragon right, date in exergue,
B.P. to upper right of exergue, mere trace of first stop, both letters broken open at top, weight 40.00g (WR.
285; S.3864). Some minor marks, in all other respects as struck and graded by NGC as PF63 Cameo.
$25,000
NGC Certification 5880663-005.
The Proof coins of 1887 were struck for the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria and a total of only 797 proof sets were produced
for sale to the public. The gold Five Pounds is the largest coin and carries the Jubilee portrait by Joseph Edgar Boehm which,
proving to be later unpopular with the public and the Queen herself, forced a change to a new coinage design by Thomas Brock
from 1893.

2x
3180

2x

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Two Pounds, 1887. Jubilee type crowned bust left, J.E.B. initials on truncation,
normal eye some stops in legend doubled, VICTORIA D: G: BRITT: REG: F: D: Reverse: St George and
dragon right, date in exergue, tiny B.P. to upper right of exergue (Dyer 2b/2; S.3865). Toned, has been
slabbed and graded by PCGS as MS62. Please note two cracks running horizontally in the slab at the 4-6
o’clock position and the 8 o’clock position on the obverse.
$1,500
PCGS Certification 207278.62/84136185.
The Golden Jubilee year for Queen Victoria and the first Double Sovereign of the reign, which has a reported Calendar year
mintage of 91,345. The Latin legend translates as “Victoria by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

NGC MS62+ Victoria Golden Jubilee Two Pounds of 1887

2x
3181

2x

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Two Pounds, 1887. Jubilee type crowned bust left, vertical flaw on eye, J.E.B.
initials on truncation, legend surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITT: REG: F: D:, colon after BRITT
a little doubled, Reverse: St George and dragon right, taller date in exergue, smaller B.P to upper right of
exergue, weight 16.03g (Dyer 2b/2; Schneider 654; S.3865). Toned, has been graded and slabbed by NGC
$1,500
as MS62+.
NGC Certification 5880654-008.
At the time of writing we note 1,006 examples have been graded across both services and this coin is one of only six pieces graded
at the 62+ level. Calendar year mintage of 91,345. The Latin legend translates as “Victoria by the grace of God,” on obverse and
as “Queen of the Britains, Defender of the Faith” on the reverse. The 1887 gold Two Pounds was only the second currency piece
ever produced, with the previous being that dated 1823 in the reign of George IV; and was minted to commemorate the Golden
Jubilee of Victoria’s reign. There was a detailed article “Two-Pound Pieces of 1887” by Dyer and Lubbock in “Numismatics:
Witness to History - Essays to Commemorate the 35th Anniversary of the I.A.P.N.” published 1986.

Veiled Widow Head Proof Five Pounds
for New Coinage of 1893 with only 773 Examples Struck

2x

3182

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Proof Five Pounds, 1893. Crowned veiled bust left, T.B. initials below
truncation for engraver Thomas Brock, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA· DEI·
GRA· BRITT· REGINA· FID· DEF· IND· IMP·, Reverse: St George and dragon right, date in exergue,
B.P. to upper right of exergue, weight 39.85g (WR. 287; S.3872). Some minor scuffing to reverse, appealing
cameo contrast between the frosted devices and mirror fields, conservatively graded by NGC as PF61+
Ultra Cameo.
$15,000
NGC Certification 5880663-006.
Due to the unpopularity of the Jubilee bust coinage by Boehm with its barely credible “toy crown” perched on the head of
Victoria, it was only six years before the coinage design was changed again to the older “Widow” type obverse by Thomas Brock.

Imposing PCGS Graded Victoria
1893 Proof Set with the Old Head

3183

Victoria (1837-1901), Silver Proof set (6), 1893. Proof silver Crown, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence
and Threepence, older crowned and veiled bust left, T.B. initials below truncation for designer Thomas
Brock, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, Reverse: Crown with St George and dragon right,
date in exergue, Halfcrown with crowned quartered spade shaped shield of arms, within Order of the
Garter, date at bottom, legend surrounding, Florin with crown over three emblematic shields over crossed
sceptres, emblems and garter with outer legend surrounding, Shilling with individual crowned emblematic
shields, with emblems and garter around, outer legend surrounding, Sixpence with crowned mark of
value in words within wreath, date below, Threepence with crowned mark of value within wreath, date
either side of 3 (S.PS8; Crown Bull 2594, ESC 304, L&S 109, Davies 501, S.3937; Halfcrown Bull 2779,
ESC 727, Davies 663, S.3938; Florin Bull 2963, ESC 877, Davies 831 dies 2+A, S.3939; Shilling Bull
3155, ESC 1362, Davies 1011 dies 2+A, S.3940; Sixpence Bull 3286, ESC 1763, Davies 1181 2+A, S3941;
Threepence Bull 3445, ESC 2105, Davies 1350 dies 1+A, S.3942). All with attractive dark tone, all graded
and slabbed by PCGS as below.
$8,500
PCGS Certifications: Crown PR64 206495.64/85101619. Halfcrown PR65 206148.65/85101620. Florin PR64 205795.64/85101621.
Shilling PR65 205396.65/85101622. Sixpence PR65CAM 389148.65/85101623. Threepence PR64 204619.64/85101624.
The silver proof sets of the new coinage were sold in small quantities though were more popular than the Boehm design of 1887
with the actual number sold at 556 sets, and not all of them would have opted to have the deluxe fitted case.

NGC PF63 Cameo Victoria Old Head Proof Two Pounds of 1893

2x

3184

Victoria (1837-1901), Gold Proof Two-Pounds, 1893. Crowned, veiled bust left, T.B. initials below
truncation for engraver Thomas Brock, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA· DEI·
GRA· BRITT· REGINA· FID· DEF· IND· IMP·, Reverse: St George and dragon right, date in exergue,
B.P. to upper right of exergue (WR 294; S.3873). Brilliant with some light hairlines, has been graded and
slabbed by NGC as PF63 CAMEO.
$7,500
NGC Certification 4379015-003.
We note at time of writing that NGC have only graded seven pieces as PF63 Cameo. Official mintage of 773. The abbreviated
Latin legend translates as “Victoria, by the grace of God, Queen of the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India.”

High Grade Matte Proof Five Pound Piece
of King Edward VII to Celebrate His Coronation

2x

3185

Edward VII (1901-10), Matte Proof Gold Five-Pounds, 1902. Coronation year, bare head right, De S.
below truncation for engraver George W De Saulles, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
EDWARDVS VII DEI GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX FID: DEF: IND: IMP:, rev St George slaying the
dragon with sword, broken lance to lower left, tiny B.P. in exergue for engraver Benedetto Pistrucci, edge
milled (WR 404; S 3966). Toned has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF63 Matte.
$3,500
NGC Certification 5880635-005.
Mintage 8,066. At the time of writing we note that there have been 432 examples graded across both services of which of which
only 17 examples are graded finer meaning this piece is within the top 5% of the population. The Latin legend on the obverse
translates as “Edward the Seventh, by the grace of God, King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.”

NGC PF62 Matte Proof Two Pound Piece
of King Edward VII to Celebrate His Coronation

2x
3186

2x

Edward VII (1901-10), Matte Proof Gold Two Pounds, 1902. Coronation year, bare head right, De S. below
truncation for engraver George W De Saulles, legend and toothed border surrounding, EDWARDVS VII
DEI GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX FID: DEF: IND: IMP:, Reverse: St George slaying the dragon with sword,
broken lance to lower left, tiny B.P. in exergue for engraver Benedetto Pistrucci, edge milled, weight 16.01g
(cf.Schneider 662; WR 406; S 3968). Toned, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF62 Matte.
$1,750
NGC Certification 3900996-002.
Mintage 8,066 pieces. The Matte Proof finish was perfected by George W De Saulles when he first worked upon the Diamond
Jubilee medallions produced in 1897 for Queen Victoria, and the matte look rather than brilliant proof seems to have been very
much the new innovation and in vogue when it came to producing the commemorative Coronation coins dated 1902 for King
Edward VII. These gold Two Pound coins were only included in the “long” gold proof sets of this celebration.

High Grade Sixpence of King Edward VII Dated 1907 NGC MS63

2x
3187

2x

Edward VII (1901-10), Silver Sixpence, 1907. Bare head right, DES below truncation for engraver George
William De Saulles, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, EDWARDVS VII D: G: BRITT:
OMN: REX F: D: IND: IMP:, Reverse: crowned mark of value within laurel and oak wreath, date below
(Bull 3603; ESC 1791; Davies 1575; S.3983). Lightly toned, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as
MS63.
$100
NGC Certification 1753200-016.
The Latin legend translates as “Edward the Seventh, by the grace of God, King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.”

High Grade PCGS PR64 George V 1911
Proof Sovereign to Celebrate His Coronation

2x
3188

2x

George V (1910-36), Gold Proof Sovereign, 1911. Bare head left, with raised BM for Bertram Mackennal
on truncation, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX
F. D. IND: IMP: Reverse: St George and dragon right, date in exergue, B.P. to upper right of exergue, edge
milled (WR 416; S.3996). With some light hairlines, has been graded and slabbed by PCGS as PR64.
$2,500
PCGS Certification 207175.64/21653422. Mintage 3,764 pieces. The Latin legends translates on obverse as “George the Fifth by
the Grace of God, King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.” By the time of the Coronation of George
V the brilliant proof finish was back in fashion and this coin features in the long and short gold proof sets of his coinage with
the portrait by the Australian sculptor Bertram MacKennal. We note a total of 410 examples have been recorded on the PCGS
and NGC census’ as of Summer 2020 as so many of these coins have found their way overseas.

Very High Grade George V Kings Norton Mint
Penny of 1918 NGC MS64 Red and Brown

3189

George V (1910-36), Bronze Penny, 1918 KN. Kings Norton Mint, bare head right, BM on truncation for
engraver Bertram Mackennal, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI GRA:
BRITT: OMN: REX FID: DEF: IND: IMP:, Reverse: Britannia seated right with shield and trident, date
in exergue, denomination in words above (Peck 2254; Fr.184; S.4053). Lightly toned with plenty of lustre,
has been slabbed and graded by NGC as MS64RB, very rare.
$1,000
NGC Certification 2795936-001.
At the time of writing we note that 58 examples have been graded by both services of which only six examples grade one step
higher. The abbreviated Latin legend on the obverse translates as “George V by the Grace of God, King of all the Britains,
Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.” The Kings Norton Metal Company of Birmingham (registered in 1890) was
contracted by the Royal Mint to help mint bronze pennies dated 1918 and 1919 due to the demand for circulating small change
following World War I and having previously helped with Colonial coinage since 1914 and in the making of bronze penny blank
flans for 1912. The older Heaton Mint had been the first Birmingham metal company contracted for coinage producing Pennies
dated 1912 as well as 1918 and 1919 too.

The Last London Mint Sovereign of George V Graded PCGS MS66

2x
3190

2x

George V (1910-36), Gold Sovereign, 1925. London mint, bare head left, with raised BM for Bertram
Mackennal on truncation, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI GRA: BRITT:
OMN: REX F. D. IND: IMP: Reverse: St George and dragon right, date in exergue, B.P. to upper right of
exergue, edge milled (Bentley 364; Marsh 220; MCE 646; S.3996). Lightly toned, in PCGS holder graded
MS66.
$650
PCGS Certification 207158.66/38045900.
Currently over 2,500 pieces of the 1925 Sovereign have been graded and slabbed across both services, but only 30 pieces are
actually graded finer than the MS66 piece offered herewith. The legends translate on obverse as “George the Fifth by the Grace
of God, King of all the Britons, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.”

Currently the Finest Graded
George V Matte Proof Shilling of 1927 Top of Population

2x
3191

2x

George V (1910-36), 0.500 Silver Matte Proof Shilling, 1927. Struck from sand-blasted dies, bare head left,
BM raised on truncation for engraver Bertram Mackennal, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
GEORGIVS V DEI GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX, Reverse: struck en medaille, Lion standing left on Imperial
crown, small K.G. at top of tail for engraver Kruger Gray, denomination in words at bottom with date,
Latin legend surrounding.FID.DEF.IND.IMP (Bull 3631 R7; ESC 1440A; Davies 1831; S.4039). Toned
practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF67 Matte; of the highest rarity and the
highest graded at time of writing.
$7,500
NGC Certification 3924986-001.
The legends translate across both sides as “George the Fifth by the grace of God, King of all the Britons, Defender of the
Faith, Emperor of India.” The matte proof finish to what are usually brilliant proof coins was used especially at the Royal
Mint for photographic purposes, from around the mid-1920’s until as late as the mid 1970’s. As flash photography was used to
illustrate promotional material, the brilliant proofs caused too much reflection in the resulting imaging at this period of time, to
be acceptable and it was much easier to literally strike one or two examples with a satin matte finish, to not reflect the flash bulb
in those days before digital imaging was possible. Bertram Mackennal (1863-1931) was the Australian engraver (later knighted)
responsible for the obverse design. George Kruger Gray (1880-1943) was responsible for designing and engraving all the reverse
designs.

Extremely Rare George V Matte Proof
Sixpence of 1927 graded NGC PF64

2x

3192

George V (1910-36), 0.500 Silver Matte Proof Sixpence, 1927. Struck from sand-blasted dies, bare
head left, BM raised on truncation for engraver Bertram Mackennal, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX F.D. IND: IMP:, Reverse: struck en medaille,
oak wreath with six acorns, tiny K G at centre for engraver Kruger Gray, date at bottom, denomination
around top (Bull 3899 R6; ESC 1816A; Davies 1891; S.4040). Toned practically as struck, has been graded
and slabbed by NGC as PF64 Matte; of the highest rarity with only two other examples known to us in
private hands.
$5,000
NGC Certification 3926337-002.
The legend on obverse translates as “George the Fifth by the grace of God, King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith,
Emperor of India.” The matte Proof finish to what are usually brilliant Proof coins was used especially at the Royal Mint for
photographic purposes, from around the mid-1920’s until as late as the mid 1970’s. As flash photography was used to illustrate
promotional material, the brilliant Proofs caused too much reflection in the resulting imaging at this period of time, to be acceptable and it was much easier to literally strike one or two examples with a satin matte finish, to not reflect the flash bulb in those
days before digital imaging was possible. Bertram Mackennal (1863-1931) was the Australian engraver (later knighted) responsible
for the obverse design. George Kruger Gray (1880-1943) was responsible for designing and engraving all the reverse designs.

Joint Highest Graded George V Proof Wreath Crown of 1932 PCGS PR65

2x

3193

George V (1910-36), Silver Proof Wreath Type Crown, 1932. Bare head left, BM raised on truncation
for engraver Bertram Mackennal, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI
GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX, Reverse: Imperial Crown, date above, emblematic wreath surrounding with
roses, thistles and shamrocks, small KG to right of lowest rose for engraver Kruger Gray, denomination
in words at bottom, Latin legend surrounding .FID.DEF.IND.IMP. (Bull 3642-3 R5; ESC 372A; L&S 41;
Davies 1635; S.4036). Attractively toned, practically as struck, has been guaranteed and graded by PCGS
as PR65, tying for highest graded at both services, very rare.
$7,500
PCGS Certification 206530.65/84195338.
The legends translate across both sides of these denominations as “George the Fifth by the Grace of God, King of all the
Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.” The Wreath Crown design by Kruger Gray was much admired and the
type design continued in succeeding years at the request of the Bank of England who liked to stock them at Christmas time
to present to good clients, hence why the mintages were always quite small for the normal currency pieces. Bertram Mackennal
(later knighted) was the Australian engraver responsible for the obverse design. The 1934 Crown was the smallest currency issue
of the Wreath Crown series, probably because the silver Jubilee designs of 1935 were already being anticipated as a fresh change
from the wreath issue. Though there were 2,395 currency Wreath Crowns minted for 1932, the number of Proof issue pieces is
miniscule by comparison with just a mere handful known to exist.

High Grade Key Date Wreath Crown of King George V Graded NGC MS62

2x

3194

George V (1910-36), 0.500 Silver Wreath Type Crown, 1934. Bare head left, BM raised on truncation
for engraver Bertram Mackennal, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V DEI
GRA: BRITT: OMN: REX Reverse: Imperial crown, date above, emblematic wreath surrounding of roses,
shamrocks and thistles, small K.G. to right of lowest rose for engraver Kruger Gray, denomination in
words at bottom, Latin legend surrounding.FID.DEF.IND.IMP. (Bull 3647; ESC 374 R2; Davies 1637;
S.4036; KM.836). Attractively toned, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as MS62, very rare.
$5,000
NGC Certification 4864280-001.
Only 932 examples struck. The legends translate across both sides of these denominations as “George the Fifth by the Grace
of God, King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.” The Wreath Crown design by Kruger Gray was
much admired and the type design continued in succeeding years at the request of the Bank of England who liked to stock them
at Christmas time to present to good clients, hence why the mintages were always quite small for the normal currency pieces.
Bertram Mackennal (later knighted) was the Australian engraver responsible for the obverse design. The 1934 Crown was the
smallest issue of the Wreath Crown series, probably because the silver Jubilee designs of 1935 were already being anticipated as
a fresh change from the wreath issue.

High Grade NGC PF64 George V Silver Jubilee Crown

2x

3195

George V (1910-36), Half-Silver Proof Crown, 1935. Silver Jubilee Issue, bare head left with raised BM for
Bertram Mackennal on truncation, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V. DG. BRITT:
OMN: REX. FD. IND: IMP: Reverse: stylised St George and dragon left, raised PM initials to lower right
for engraver Percy Metcalfe, denomination and date above, edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS ET
TUTAMEN. ANNO REGNI XXV. (Bull 3655; ESC 378; L&S 46; S.4048). Toned, lightly hairlined,
practically as struck, rare, has been graded and slabbed by NGC as PF64.
$1,250
NGC Certification 4600778-003.
Mintage 2,500 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “George the Fifth, by the grace of God, King of all the Britons, Defender
of the Faith, Emperor of India.” and the edge the inscription translates as “An ornament and a safeguard, in the 25th year of
the reign.”

Joint Highest Graded George V
1936 Silver Proof Threepence PCGS PR66 Top of Population

2x

3196

George V (1910-36), V.I.P. Proof Threepence, 1936. Struck in 0.500 silver, bare head left, BM raised on
truncation for designer Sir Bertram MacKennal (1863-1931), legend and toothed border surrounding,
GEORGIVS V D. G. BRITT: OMN: REX F. D. IND: IMP:, Reverse: struck en medaille, three oak sprigs
with acorns in a triangular formation, small G at centre for designer George Kruger Gray (1880-1943),
denomination in words surrounding, THREE.PENCE., date at bottom (Bull 3964 R4; ESC 2149 note;
Davies 1959; S.4042). Toned, practically as struck, has been slabbed and graded by PCGS as PR66, very
rare.
$1,250
PCGS Certification 204675.66/60027278. Currently the joint highest graded piece across both services. The Latin legends
translate to on obverse “George the Fifth by the Grace of God King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of
India.” These proof issues were only struck at this period of time as a matter of record or for special presentation to V.I.P. visitors
to the Royal Mint.
Ex Heritage, New York Signature Sale, 3rd January 2019, lot 22018 part.
Ex St James Auction 21, 19th April 2012, lot 434.
Ex A. H. Baldwin, Fixed Price List, Winter 2013, item BM307.

High Grade Proof Five Pound Piece of
George VI to Celebrate His Coronation

2x

3197

George VI (1936-52), Gold Proof Five Pounds, 1937. Bare head left, initials HP below neck for Humphrey
Paget, GEORGIVS VI D:G: BR: OMN: REX F: D: IND: IMP: Reverse: St George and dragon right, date
in exergue, B.P. to upper right of exergue, edge plain (L&S 1; WR 435; S.4074). A few light hairlines, nick
under chin in field, some tone spots on reverse, otherwise as struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC
as PF64.
$7,500
NGC Certification 5880635-022.
Mintage 5,501. The Latin legend translates as “George the Sixth by the grace of God, King of all the Britons, Defender of the
Faith, Emperor of India.” These plain edge Proof gold Five Pounds were produced to celebrate the Coronation of King George
VI on the 12th May 1937 as part of gold Proof sets, with a mintage of 5,501 pieces, they were technically patterns as they did not
have a milled edge like earlier gold Five Pounds of other reigns. The legends translate as “George the Sixth by the grace of God,
King of all the Britains, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
500th Anniversary of the Sovereign Five Pounds 1989

2x

3198

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Five-Pounds 1989. For the 500th Anniversary of the Sovereign, Queen
enthroned facing, seated in King Edward’s Chair, holding Sceptre and Rod, all within inner circle, outside
Latin legend ELIZABETH. II. DEI. GRA. REG. FID. DEF, Reverse: crowned Shield of the Royal
Arms upon a double Rose, all within inner circle, outside legend ANNIVERSARY OF THE GOLD
SOVEREIGN 1489-1989, weight 39.94g (S.4254). Brilliant and as struck, in NGC holder graded PF70
ULTRA CAMEO.
$7,500
NGC Certification 6027415-003.
Official mintage: 5,000. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the
Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Golden Jubilee Issue Five Pounds 2002 with Shield reverse

3199

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Five-Pounds, 2002. Crowned head right, IRB initials below for
designer Ian Rank-Broadley, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, ELIZABETH. II. DEI. GRA
REGINA. FID. DEF, Reverse: Shield of Arms within open laurel wreath, date below, designer Timothy
Noad’s monogram to the right, weight 39.94g (S. E9). Lustrous mint state, in NGC holder graded PF70
ULTRA CAMEO.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880640-012.
Official mintage: 3,000. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the
Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Golden Jubilee Five Pounds Crown Struck in Gold 2002

3200

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2002. Struck in 22 carat gold, to commemorate
the Golden Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen, new portrait of the Queen facing right with ‘FIVE
POUNDS’, Reverse: Equestrian portrait of the Queen with the inscription ‘ELIZABETH II DEI GRA
REGINA FID DEF’ around the circumference and ‘AMOR POPULI PRASSIDIUM REG’ within and
‘2002’ below separated by the central element of the Royal Arms, both obverse and reverse designed by
Ian Rank-Broadley, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L10). As struck, has been slabbed
and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880650-017.
Mintage 3,500 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith”
with the inner legend as “The Love of the People is the Queen’s protection.” Perhaps Inspired by the equestrian crowns of
Charles I.

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Golden Jubilee Five Pounds Crown Struck in Gold 2003

3201

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2003. Struck in 22 carat gold to commemorate
50 years since the Coronation of her Majesty the Queen, the Queen in linear form facing right with the
inscription ‘ELIZABETH II. DEI. GRATIA REGINA. F. D., Reverse: the inscription ‘GOD SAVE THE
QUEEN’ in the centre, surrounded by the inscription ‘CORONATION JUBILEE. FIVE POUNDS.
2003’, both obverse and reverse by designer Tom Phillips CBE, weight 39.94g, with original box and
certificate (S. L12). As struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO. $2,500
NGC Certification 5880640-016.
Official mintage issued: 1,896. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of
the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
200th Anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar Five Pounds

3202

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2005. Struck in 22 carat gold, to commemorate
the 200th Anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar, crowned head right, IRB initials below for designer Ian
Rank-Broadley, Latin legend and border surrounding, ELIZABETH. II D. G. REG. F. D, FIVE
POUNDS, Reverse: by designer James Butler, portrait of Lord Nelson in the uniform of a Vice-Admiral
accompanied by the inscription ‘HORATIO NELSON 1805 2005’, edge inscription ENGLAND
EXPECTS THAT EVERY MAN WILL DO HIS DUTY, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate
(S. L15).  As struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880650-015.
Mintage 1,760 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
500th Anniversary of the Accession of King Henry VIII Five Pounds

3203

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2009. Struck in 22 carat gold, crowned head
right, IRB initials below for designer Ian Rank-Broadley, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
ELIZABETH. II. DEI. GRA REGINA. FID. DEF, Reverse: design by John Bergdahl and inspired by
Hans Holbein’s painting of King Henry VIII, set within a tressure of five arcs, H to the left, R to the
right, outer legend surrounding THE ACCESSION OF HENRY VIII 1509, and denomination FIVE
POUNDS, edge, inscribed, ROSA SPINE SPINA meaning “A Rose Without a Thorn”, weight 39.88g,
with original box and certificate (S. L20). Lustrous, as struck and certified by NGC as PF70 ULTRA
$2,500
CAMEO.
NGC Certification 5880650-018.
Only 1,130 issued. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
200th Anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo Five Pounds 2015

3204

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2015. Struck in 22 carat gold, crowned bust
right, JC initials below for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG.
F.D. 5 POUNDS. 2015, Reverse: design by David Lawrence, adaption of a painting by Daniel Maclise,
The Meeting of Wellington and Blucher after the Battle of Waterloo, THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO
above, 1815 below, edge inscribed THE NEAREST RUN THING YOU EVER SAW, weight 39.90g,
with original box and certificate (S. L39A). Lustrous, as struck, slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70
ULTRA CAMEO.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880651-009.
Only 273 issued. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
90th Birthday Five Pounds Crown Struck in Gold 2016

3205

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2016. Struck in 22 carat gold, for the 90th
Birthday of Her Majesty the Queen, crowned head right, J.C initials below neck for designer Jody Clark,
ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2016, Reverse: crowned Royal Cypher above the number
‘90’ encircled by roses with the edge inscription FULL OF HONOUR AND YEARS, CJH to right for
designer Christopher Hobbs, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L44). As struck, slabbed
and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$3,000
NGC Certification 5880640-011.
Mintage 906 issued. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
200th Anniversary of the Modern Gold Sovereign Five Pounds 2017

2x
3206

2x

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Five-Pounds, 2017. Crowned head right, JC initials below for designer Jody
Clark, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, ELIZABETH II. DEI. GRA. REG. FID. DEF., date
at end of legend, Reverse: St George and dragon right, within garter inscribed with motto HONI SOIT
QUI MAL Y PENSE, BP initials on ground line below horse for designer Benedetto Pistrucci, weight
39.94g (S. SE15). Brilliant and as struck, in NGC holder graded PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$6,500
NGC Certification 5880635-001.
Official mintage: 750 as part of the proof set. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God,
Defender of the Faith.” Limited edition of these Five-Sovereign pieces struck to celebrate the 200th Anniversary of the modern
Sovereign, it is also the only series featuring the garter reverse.

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
100th Anniversary of the House of Windsor Five Pounds Crown

3207

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2017. Struck to celebrate the 100th Anniversary
of the House of Windsor, in 22 carat gold, crowned bust right, JC initials behind for designer Jody
Clark, Latin legend surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. FID.DEF. 5 POUNDS, Reverse: design
by Timothy Noads, the crowned badge of the House of Windsor surrounded by a garland of oak
leaves accompanied by the inscription CENTENARY OF THE HOUSE OF WINDSOR 2017, edge
inscription THE CHRISTENING OF A DYNASTY, weight 39.90g, with original box and certificate (S
L49). Lustrous, as struck, slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$2,500
NGC Certification 5880652-002.
Mintage, 884 issued including in sets. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender
of the Faith.”

Lot 3208

Lunar Year of the Dog One Kilo Gold of One Thousand Pounds

3208

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold Proof One Thousand Pounds, 2018. One Kilo of 999.9 Fine Gold, struck
for the Chinese year of the dog, crowned bust right, JC initials behind for designer Jody Clark, Latin
legend surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F.D. 1000 POUNDS, Reverse: design by Wuon-Gean
Ho, depiction of running dog with Chinese lunar symbol for dog to top right, legend reads YEAR OF
THE DOG - 2018, 1000g (S.5223). Brilliant and as struck, an impressive piece with original Royal Mint
presentation wooden case, red box, outer packaging, leaflet and certificate of authenticity no. 09.
$70,000
Limited Edition Presentation of 10 coins.

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Tower of London Ravens Five Pounds Crown Struck in Gold 2019

3209

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2019. In the Tower of London Series, Legends
of the Ravens, crowned head right, JC initials below for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend and border
surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2019, Reverse: A depiction of a raven
and a section of a plan of Mint Street accompanied by the inscription TOWER OF LONDON, edge
inscription ON INTO TWILIGHT WITHIN WALLS OF STONE, designed by Glyn Davies, with the
Tower of London Mintmark, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L73). As struck, has been
$3,000
slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
NGC Certification 5880665-008.
Limited Edition of 385 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of
the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Tower of London Crown Jewels Five Pounds Crown Struck in Gold

3210

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2019. In the Tower of London Series, The
Crown Jewels, crowned head right, JC initials below for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend and border
surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2019, Reverse: A depiction of the Crown
of Mary of Modena and a section of a plan of Mint Street accompanied by the inscription TOWER OF
LONDON, edge inscription ON INTO TWILIGHT WITHIN WALLS OF STONE, designed by Glyn
Davies, with the Tower of London Mintmark, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L74). As
struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$3,000
NGC Certification 5880665-014.
Limited Edition of 385 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of
the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II Tower of London Yeoman Warder Five
Pounds Crown Struck in Gold

3211

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2019. In the Tower of London Series,
Yeoman Warders, crowned head right, JC initials below for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend and border
surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2019, Reverse: A depiction of a Yeoman
Warder and a section of a plan of Mint Street accompanied by the inscription TOWER OF LONDON,
edge inscription ON INTO TWILIGHT WITHIN WALLS OF STONE, designed by Glyn Davies, with
the Tower of London Mintmark, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L75). As struck, has
$3,000
been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
NGC Certification 5880665-025.
Limited Edition of 385 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of
the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
Tower of London Ceremony of the Keys Five Pounds Crown

3212

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2019. In the Tower of London Series, The
Ceremony of the Keys, crowned head right, JC initials below for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend and
border surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2019, Reverse: A depiction of Quenn
Elizabeth’s keys and a lamp and a section of a plan of Mint Street accompanied by the inscription TOWER
OF LONDON, edge inscription ON INTO TWILIGHT WITHIN WALLS OF STONE, designed by
Glyn Davies, with the Tower of London Mintmark, weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S.
L76). As struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
$3,000
NGC Certification 5880665-018.
Limited Edition 385 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender of the
Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Queen Victoria Five Pounds

3213

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown of Five Pounds, 2019. Struck in 22 carat gold, to commemorate
the 200th anniversary of the birth of Queen Victoria, crowned head right, JC initials below for designer
Jody Clark, Latin legend and border surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2019,
Reverse: a design by John Bergdahl featuring the young head portrait of Queen Victoria, and emblems of
the advances of the Victorian age: a locomotive; a steamship: a telephone: and a penny farthing, all set
within interlocking cogs to represent the industrial advances, with edge inscription WORKSHOP OF
THE WORLD., weight 39.94g, with original box and certificate (S. L77). As struck, slabbed and graded by
$3,000
NGC as PF70 ULTRA CAMEO.
NGC Certification 5880650-012.
Only 450 issued in this presentation. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the second, by the grace of God, Defender
of the Faith.”

Highest Possible Grade Elizabeth II
250th Anniversary of the Birth of William Wordsworth Five Pounds

3214

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold proof Crown Five Pounds, 2020. Struck to celebrate 250 years since the birth
of William Wordsworth, crowned bust right, JC initials behind for designer Jody Clark, Latin legend
surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F. D. 5 POUNDS. 2020, Reverse: design by David Lawrence,
scenic view based on Scafell Pike showing mountains rising above tranquil lake, clouds above bearing
legend 1770 WILLIAM WORDSWORTH 1850, quotation below reading ‘Nature never did betray the
heart that loved her’, edge inscription I WANDERED LONELY AS A CLOUD, weight 39.94g, with
original box and certificate. Brilliant as struck, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF70 ULTRA
CAMEO.
$3,000
NGC Certification 5880657-002.
300 issued in this presentation with a maximum mintage of 310 pieces. The Latin legend translates as “Queen Elizabeth the
second, by the grace of God, Defender of the Faith.”

Iconic James Bond Commemorative One Kilo Gold of One Thousand Pounds

3215

Elizabeth II (1952 -), Gold Proof One Thousand Pounds, 2020. One Kilo of 999.9 Fine Gold, struck
in 24 carat gold to celebrate the British icon James Bond, crowned bust right, JC initials behind for
designer Jody Clark, Latin legend surrounding, ELIZABETH II. D. G. REG. F.D. 1000 POUNDS 2020,
Reverse: front view of James Bond’s Aston Martin DB5 through the barrel of a gun, with the 007 logo
in exergue as the handle of a gun, designed by Laura Clancy. Brilliant and as struck, with original Royal
Mint presentation black lacquer case, black box, outer packaging, leaflet and certificate of authenticity
number 12.
$70,000
Limited Edition Presentation of 17.

GUERNSEY

The Largest Pre-Decimal Silver Issue and Only Crown
of the Period From Guernsey.

2x

3216

Bank of Guernsey, Bishop, de Jersey and Co., Silver bank token for Five Shillings, 1809. Struck by the
Soho Mint entirely over a Mexico City Mint, Spanish Empire Eight Reales of Charles IV of Spain, arms
of Guernsey with three leopards passant left, with right forepaw raised, on vertically ruled shield, beaded
and ruled circle surrounding, pellet centred quatrefoil below at bottom, legend and toothed border
surrounding, BISHOP DE JERSEY & Co., Reverse: inverted die axis, value at centre in three lines, top
and bottom line curving, TOKEN / OF FIVE / SHILLINGS, within oak wreath tied with ribbon, date
below at bottom, legend and toothed border surrounding, BANK OF GUERNSEY (Pridmore 90; Davis
1; MacCammon T1; KM Tn-1). Toned with some light surface marks, plenty of undertype of the Mexico
City Dollar showing around the rims, the only slabbed and graded piece of this extremely rare issue by
NGC as AU58, one of very few survivors in private ownership.
$15,000
NGC Certification 4219353-003.
Featured in an article on the NGC website https://www.ngccoin.com/news/article/5046/NGC-Certifies-Extremely-RareCrown/ and reported upon by Coin Week. It is thought that no more than six perhaps seven examples of the “Guernsey Crown”
exist in private hands, and from a thorough search of some 18 years of coin archives catalogues we have only traced four pieces
in the scope of what is viewable upon there including this piece. Such total overstriking of Spanish Eight Reales coins had been
perfected by Matthew Boulton’s Soho Mint in Birmingham using the massive steam powered machinery of James Watt, the most
technologically advanced method at that time, already successfully in use to strike the Bank of England Dollars dated 1804. With

reference to the heraldry of these pieces, the Arms of Guernsey show the three spotted leopards standing left with the right
forepaw raised upwards. This is in deference to the Arms of Jersey as contemporaneously depicted on their Bank Dollar silver
Three Shillings and Eighteenpence dated 1813 which depicts the leopards with the raised forepaw extended straight out in front
perpendicular to the other front leg and parallel to the ground. These bank tokens were the first coins ever issued under the
jurisdiction of Guernsey and pre-date the smaller Jersey pieces mentioned above. They were the only crown sized pieces issued
until the modern decimal period under our current Queen and were issued in the same vein as the Scottish Merchant countermark
dollars where countermarking was placed upon Spanish Empire Dollars. Though the Guernsey pieces of Bishop, de Jersey and
Co. were one of the few that completely over-stamped the Dollar host coin like the Bank of England and Bank of Ireland Dollars
dated 1804 which were still being struck by the Soho Mint up to this time. Five Shillings was a large denomination at that time
being a quarter of a pound and would have been used very sparingly. The origins of the bank of Bishop, de Jersey starts in 1800
with the partnership formed between the linen draper Charles Bishop and the Seigneur de St Jacques Mr Henry de Jersey, along
with Mr Phillip Tyson Le Gros, at Carrefour House in the High Street of St Peter Port, the linen shop of the Bishop family.
The Bishop and de Jersey families had also inter-married with each other in that Charles Bishop had married Henry De Jersey’s
daughter Mary Bishop also known as Mollie, and they had a son Abraham Bishop in 1804 who later carried on the drapery and
linen business from 1820 onwards. On the 1st June 1805 notice was given that Charles Bishop and Henry de Jersey were the only
partners their partnership with Mr Tyson Le Gros having expired on the 7th November 1804, and from that point on the name
of the business was Bishop de Jersey and Co. to who all debts due from the previous incarnation of the firm were to be paid. The
banking partnership also styled themselves as “The Bank of Guernsey” as depicted on the reverse of these token five-shilling
pieces and they issued extremely rare banknotes of which scant survivors are of a similar order to the coin. These Token Five
Shilling coins were issued to circulate during 1809, however they soon fell foul of the Guernsey legislature and an Ordinance
was issued on 2nd October 1809 forbidding any tokens and specifically those from private individuals to circulate. The individual
principles of the bank were those that were ultimately responsible for the issue so the ordinance was clearly aimed at Bishop and
de Jersey. Presumably the majority of the issue was melted down with a few keepsake survivors only. During 1811 Henry de Jersey
passed away and the bank was in financial trouble with a public meeting being held at Mr Rosetti’s rooms (now the Assembly
rooms in the Guille-Alles library) on June 15th 1811 with Charles Bishop to try and reassure concerned clientele. A notice was
issued a week later on the 22nd June by: “Messrs. Bishop de Jersey & Co having reason to suppose that some imposition is
intended to hurt their Bank, request every drawer or endorser of Bills that may be returned, having been negotiated through this
medium, not to arrange or settle such bills without first having spoken to them. Richard le Lievre jnr. will take Bishop de Jersey
& Co’s Bank Notes and returned drafts for deals and iron at the Piette.” The problems continued into August with a subsequent
notice on the 3rd now with name Charles Bishop & Co (presumably as Henry had passed by then) and another meeting on the
8th at the Banking office for the creditors who have taken action against Bishop, de Jersey & Co. By the 17th August 1811 it
was more or less all over as the final debtors were called in to try and pay the creditors, with a subsequent notice on the 24th
August from Charles Bishop now: “having decided to give up all his profits to help liquidate the demands on the Bank, begs of
his friends and the Public to continue him the favour of their custom under the full persuasion that he will serve them as low
and as punctually as he did heretofore.” By the end of the month on the 31st August 1811 a notice was given of a public auction
sale on 12th September to sell the house and garden and other grounds situated in the Falaises near Cornet Street, that had lately
belonged to the heirs of Henry de Jersey Jnr. and then notice on 7th September for another auction on the 13th September to
sell a stock of linen and drapery with some stoves, a liquidation sale post haste it would seem. Charles Bishop’s own house in
Rue Royale was advertised to rent on the 14th September 1811 either furnished or unfurnished. The final death knell of the bank
was on the 21st September where notice was given from the trustees of Bishop de Jersey & Co to inform creditors that they may
supply themselves with goods on account of a first dividend of a Halfcrown in the Pound by applying to the bank office between
the 23rd and 28th September. Subsequently Abraham Bishop, the son of Charles Bishop, set himself up as a linen draper like his
Father established from 1820 and set up his first shop from 1822 as C & A Bishop. His son Julius carried on the business later
moving it to Alderney running it successfully until selling up in 1919. Perhaps some of the surviving token coins were passed at
first down this family line before finding their way to collections. They are of the utmost rarity today.
Ex Spink Coin Auction 161, 14th November 2002, lot 161, sold as part of an Important Collection.
Ex Noble Numismatics Auction 101, 24th November 2012, lot 2204, sold for AU$35,000 hammer.
Ex Auction World, Auction 5, Tokyo, Japan, 16th July 2016, lot 1559, sold for 3 million yen hammer.

HUNGARY

3217

Rudolf II (1576-1612). Silver Taler/ Tallér, 1582 NB. Nagybánya/ Neustadt. Crowned narrow half-figure
right, wearing unadorned armor, scepter over shoulder, hand on hilt. Reverse: Crowned double headed
eagle, N-B, weight 28.3g (Huszár 1034; Dav 8067). Small shallow dig left upper obverse. Pearlescent
highlights. Extremely Fine.
$400

Lot 3218

Lot 3219

3218

Rudolf II (1576-1612). Silver Taler, 1591 KB, Körmöczbánya/ Kremnitz. Bare-headed, cuirassed bust
right wearing ruff. Reverse: Crowned, nimbate double-headed eagle, holding sword and scepter in talons,
K-B, weight 28.3g (Huszár 1030; Dav 8066). Tooling. Extremely Fine.
$300

3219

Rudolf II (1576-1612). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1593 KB, Körmöcbánya/Kremnitz. Draped, armored bust
right wearing ruff, flanked by shields in legend. Reverse: Nimbate Imperial eagle, sword and scepter in
talons, weight 28.37g (Dav.8066, Huszár 1030 = R5). Minor weakness as typical. About Extremely Fine.
$200

3220

Ferdinand III (1637-1657). Silver Taler, 1658-KB. Kremnitz mint. Posthumous issue. Laureate bust right.
Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle with arms (Dav 3198; KM 107). Attractive old cabinet tone with
underlying luster. In PCGS holder graded AU 53.
$400
PCGS Certification 783395.53/40583392.

2x

3221

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1662-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust right, without lion head on
shoulder. Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle (Dav 3257; KM 178.2). Steel gray tone with underlying
luster. Rare. In PCGS holder graded MS 61.
$2,000
PCGS Certification 783447.61/40583356.

3222

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1668-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust right with date below
shoulder. Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle (Dav 3258; KM 170.2). Sharply struck with a lovely
golden iridescent tone. In PCGS holder graded MS 62.
$1,000
PCGS Certification 783442.62/40583363.

3223

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1682-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust right. Reverse: Crowned
double headed eagle dividing mint and date (Dav 3259; KM 205). Sharply struck with original steel gray
tone and mint luster. In PCGS holder graded MS 62.
$650
PCGS Certification 783456.62/40583352.

3224

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1690-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust divides legend. Reverse:
Crowned double headed eagle divides date (Dav 3260; KM 214.1). Sharply struck with old cabinet tone
and underlying fresh mint luster. In PCGS holder graded MS 63.
$750
PCGS Certification 783460.63/40583369.

3225

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1691-KB. Kremnitz mint. Large laureate bust divides legend, armored
arms in 3 rows. Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle divides date (Dav 3261; KM 214.2). Sharply struck
and attractively toned. In PCGS holder graded AU 55.
$350
PCGS Certification 516189.55/40583367.

3226

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1691-KB. Kremnitz mint. Large laureate bust divides legend, armored
arms in 2 rows. Reverse: Crown of the Imperial eagle divides date (Dav 3261; KM 214.2). Toned. In PCGS
holder graded AU 55.
$350
PCGS Certification 516189.55/40583359.

3227

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1693-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust right, lion head on shoulder.
Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle (Dav 3263A; KM-214.7). Toned. In PCGS holder graded AU 55.
$300
PCGS Certification 146791.55/40583435.

3228

Lot. Leopold II (1657-1705). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1693 KB. Smaller bust right. Dav 3263a. Once lightly
wiped, now toned. Very Fine; ½ Taler, 1693 KB. KM 220. About Extremely Fine; HRE Charles VI (17111740). ¼ Taler, 1731 NB. Nagybánya. KM 305. About Uncirculated; Franz I (1806-1835). Taler, 1822 B.
KM 2162. Obverse hairlines. Extremely Fine. (Lot of 4).
$450

Lot 3229
3229

Lot 3230

Leopold I (1657-1705). Silver Taler, 1695-KB. Kremnitz mint. Laureate bust right. Reverse: Crowned
double headed eagle (Dav 3264; KM 214.8). Toned. In PCGS holder graded AU 53.
$300
PCGS Certification 650017.53/40583438.

3230

Charles VI (1711-1740). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1729 KB. Körmöczbánya/ Kremnitz. Laureate, peruked,
draped and cuirassed bust right. Reverse: Crowned double headed eagle, weight 28.8g (Dav 1059, KM 301).
Toning over old hairlines in field. Good lustre. Extremely Fine.
$200

3231

Imperial Seal of the Emperor Franz I / Ferenc for the Kingdom of Hungary. Red wax seal encased in a
bronze doré skippet, cord affixed. The skippet decorated with attractive concentric, circular patterns. Such
seals were commonly attached to Patents of Nobility. Extremely Fine.
$400

TRANSYLVANIA

3232

Sigmund Bathori (1581-1602). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1595. Armored half-figure right, scepter over shoulder,
hand on hilt, small cross before. Reverse: Crowned and supported Báthori Arms, weight 28.2g (Dav. 8804,
Resch 200). Ex mount. Tiny edge flaw. Extremely Fine.
$500

2x

3233

2x

Sigmund Bathori (1581-1602). Silver Taler, 1596. Half figure right with sceptre. Reverse: Crowned supported
arms (Dav 8804). Sharply struck with even tone. In NGC holder graded XF 45.
$1,000
NGC Certification 5704700-007.

3234

Silver Taler/Tallér, 1621 KB, 27.4g. Körmöczbánya/ Kremnitz. Armored half-figure right, scepter over
shoulder, small shields in legend. Reverse: Crowned, garnished Arms (Dav. 4710, Huszár 374, Resch 97).
Obverse heavily tooled. Very Fine.Armored half-figure right, scepter over shoulder, small shields in
legend. Reverse: Crowned, garnished Arms, weight 29.4g (Dav 4710, Huszá¡r 374, Resch 97). Obverse
heavily tooled. Very Fine.
$500

2x

3235

Gabriel Bathori (1608-1613). Silver Gulden/ ½ Tallér, 1608, Nagybánya/ Neustadt. Bare-headed armored
half-figure right holding scepter and sword hilt, helmet before. Reverse: Crowned Bathori Arms “ three
dragon’s teeth encircled by a dragon, weight 15.9g (KM 51, Resch 5). Some tooling in fields, possibly once
very lightly gilded. About Extremely Fine.
$15,000

3236

Gabriel Bethlen (1613-1629). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1621 NB. Nagybánya/ Neustadt. GABRIEL.D:G.
EL.HVN.DAL.CROA. â€“ SCL.REX.*., Narrow, armored half-figure right, scepter over shoulder, hand
on hilt, flanked by two small shields in legend. Reverse:PRIN.TRANSYL.ET.SICVL.COMES.16Z1,
Crowned Arms, weight 27.7g (Resch 118). Tooling and smoothing. Very Fine.
$500

Very Rare 1628 Double Gulden

2x

3237

Gabriel Bethlen (1613-1629). Silver Double Gulden Klippe/Tallércsegely, 1628 CC, Kassa/ Kaschau.
Armored half-figure right holding scepter. Reverse: Crowned and garnished Arms, weight 28.1g (Resch
484). Very rare in Taler weight. About Extremely Fine.
$7,500

2x

3238

Gabriel Bethlen (1613-1629). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1629 CC, Kassa/ Kaschau. *GABR*D:G*S*R*
IMP*ET*TRANS*PRINCEPS*, Bare-headed, armored half-figure right holding scepter. Reverse:
Crowned, garnished Arms, weight 28.3g (Dav. 4727, Resch 516). A few minor surface pocks from minting
process. About Extremely Fine.
$3,000

Lot 3239
2x

3239

Achatius Barcsai (1659-1660). Silver Taler/Tallér, 1659 CV, Kolozvár/ Klausenberg. Half-length portrait
of Barcsay right holding scepter. Reverse: Crowned and garnished Arms, weight 28.6g (Dav 4758, Huszá¡r
595, Resch 5A). Extremely Fine.
$6,000
While George II Rákóczi was away waging war in Poland in the Second Northern War, Achatius Barcsai emerged as a critical
player in the governance of Transylvania. On Oct. 7, 1658, he was named Prince of Transylvania by the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet
IV after agreeing to pay an annual tribute of 40,000 gold pieces and war reparations of 500,000 Silver Talers. Although, Barcsai
is seen by many as opportunistic and lusting for power, he was the best candidate at the time. The Sublime Porte agreed to seize
Rákóczi and strip away his power. Rákóczi was deposed; severely wounded in the conflict with the Turks at the Battle of Gilau,
he later died. At the end of 1660, Barcsai was forced to abdicate in favor of János Kemény, who then had Barcsai put to death.

2x

3240

Michael Apafi (1661-1690). Silver Taler, 1683-AI. Alba Iulia, Karlsburg. Half length figure right, holding
scepter and wearing fur cap. Reverse: Crowned arms (Dav 4820; KM 492). In NGC holder graded About
Uncirculated Details (Tooled).
$1,500
NGC Certification 5704700-006.

INDIA

2x

3241

Ramachandra (1270-1311). Gold Padmatanka. Lotus, conch and Sri punchmarks, weight 3.8g
(Chattopadhyaya 360, Mitchiner 289). Good Very Fine.
$400

2x

3242

Awadh. Wajid `Ali Shah (1847-1856). Gold Mohur, AH 1264 (1848 AD), year 2. Royal protocol. Reverse:
Arms supported by mermen holding clubs, weight 10.68g (Fr 1023, KM 378.1). Near Extremely Fine.
$1,000

IRELAND

Very High Grade Irish George III 1805
Gilt Copper Proof Halfpenny NGC PF65

2x
3243

2x

George III (1760-1820), Gilt Copper Proof Halfpenny, 1805. Laureate and draped bust right, K raised
on truncation for engraver Conrad Heinrich Kuchler, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding both
sides, GEORGIUS III. D: G. REX. Reverse: crowned harp of nine strings, date below, HIBERNIA. above
(DF 599; S.6621). Toned with underlying brilliance, has been slabbed and graded by NGC as PF65.
$750
NGC Certification 4928202-005.
At the time of writing currently the highest graded copper gilt proof 1805 Halfpenny at NGC with only two graded finer at
PCGS. The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George III, by the grace of God, King” and on the reverse “of Ireland.”

Very High Grade Irish George IV
1822 Copper Proof Halfpenny NGC PF64 Brown

2x
3244

2x

George IV (1820-30), Copper Proof Halfpenny, 1822. Laureate and draped bust left, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV D: G: REX, Reverse: crowned harp of 9 strings, date below,
HIBERNIA. surrounding (D&F 634; S.6624). Attractively toned, has been slabbed and graded by NGC
as PF64BN.
$350
NGC Certification 4928202-006
The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George IV, by the grace of God, King” and on the reverse “of Ireland.”

High Grade Irish George IV 1822 Copper Penny NGC MS62 Brown

3245

George IV (1820-30), Copper Penny, 1822. Laureate and draped bust left, legend and toothed border
surrounding, GEORGIUS IV D: G: REX, Reverse: crowned harp of 9 strings, date below, HIBERNIA.
surrounding (D&F 629; S.6623). Toned has been slabbed and graded by NGC as MS62BN.
$150
NGC Certification 4928202-002.
The Latin legends translate as on obverse “George IV, by the grace of God, King” and on the reverse “of Ireland.”

ITALY

2x
3246

2x

Messina. Ruggero II (1105-1154). Gold Tari, undated. Cross with Latin inscription, Reverse: Cufic legend
in three lines, weight 2.3g (MEC-176). In NGC holder graded XF 45.
$150
NGC Certification 4930815-051.
The William Oldknow Collection.

2x
3247

2x

Messina. Frederico II of Hohenstaufen (1197-1250). Gold Tari, undated. Cross with Latin inscription,
Reverse: Five globes, weight 3.06g (MEC 522; Fr 647). In NGC holder graded VF 35.
$150
NGC Certification 4930815-052.
The William Oldknow Collection.

MALAWI

2x
3248

2x

Gold 250 Kwacha, 1978. Conservation series. Bust of Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda, Reverse: Male and
female Nyala, weight 0.9675 ounce. Mintage 566. In NGC holder graded MS 66.
$1,900
NGC Certification 5704701-010.

MEDIEVAL ISLAMIC

2x
3249

2x

‘Abbasid, temp. Harun al-Rashid, AH 170-193/ CE 786-809, Gold Dinar (4.02g)., without mint name
(Misr), AH 182, citing Ja’far (b. Yahya al-Barmaki) below reverse. Lowick/ Savage 57; Bernardi 69; Album
218.11. Scuff on obverse. In NGC holder graded “AU details, damaged”.
$275
NGC Certification 4930815-037.
Both Harun al-Rashid and his vizier Ja’far feature prominently in the famous collection of folk tales known in Arabic as ‘Alf
Laylah wa Laylah (One Thousand and One Nights) or in English as the Arabian Nights.

3250

2x
2x
Bahri Mamluk, al-Zahir Baybars I, AH 658-676/ CE 1260-1277, Gold Dinar (6.87g). Mint and date off
flan, citing the ‘Abbasid caliph in Cairo, al-Mustansir. Ruler cited as al-salihi al-sultan al-malik al-Zahir
Rukn al-Dunya wa al-Din Baybars qasim amir al-mu’minin. Heraldic lion left. Balog 38; Album 880.
Perfectly centered on a typical tight flan. In NGC holder graded MS62.
$600
NGC Certification 4930815-053.
When the Mongol ilkhan Hulagu conquered Baghdad in 1258, he executed the ‘Abbasid Caliph al-Musta’sim and all other
members of the ‘Abbasid family which could be found. The ‘Abbasid prince Ahmad, the son of the former caliph al-Zahir,
escaped to Cairo and the protection of the Mamluk ruler al-Zahir Baybars. Ahmad became the Caliph al-Mustansir and rewarded
Baybars with the title al-sultan al-malik, with Baybars in turn describing himself as qasim amir al-mu’minin, “partner of the
commander of the faithful”. The re-established line of ‘Abbasid caliphs continued at Cairo, with their authority confined to
religious matters, until the Mamluks were overthrown by the Ottomans in 1517.

2x
3251

2x

Crusaders, Kingdom of Jerusalem, third phase c. 1187-1260, anonymous Gold Bezant (3.44g). Struck at
Acre, imitating the dinar of the Fatimid caliph al-Amir (1101-1130). Pseudo-Arabic legends both sides,
pellet below reverse. Balog & Yvon 31; Album 730. Typical crude flan. In NGC holder graded AU58,
described on label as “denier, Baldwin III (1143-1163)”.
$350
NGC Certification 4930815-048.

2x
3252

2x

Ikhshid, Abu’l-Qasim Ununjur, AH 334-349/ CE 946-961, Gold Dinar (3.40g). Misr (al-Fustat), AH 335,
citing the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Muti’. Ruler named as Abu’l-Qasim bin al-Ikhshid, SICA-6, 180; Album 676.
In NGC holder graded MS68 star (erroneous date “AH338” on label).
$400
NGC Certification 4930815-034.

2x
3253

2x

Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, AH 65-86/ CE 685-705, AV dinar (4.23g). No mint name
(Damascus), AH 84. Standard type with Kalima at center and Qur’an 9:33 in margin. Reverse:  Umayyad
Symbol (Qur’an 112), two vertical points below; date formula in margin. Walker 194; Bernardi 43; Album
125. In NGC holder graded “UNC Details, Rev Damage”.
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-035.

2x
3254

2x

Tulunid, Khumarawayh b. Ahmad, AH 270-282/ CE 884-896, Gold Dinar (4.06g). Misr (al-Fustat) mint,
AH 277, citing the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mu’tamid and first heir al-Mufawwidh. Grabar 37; Album 664.1. In
NGC holder graded MS61 (erroneously dated AH279 on label).
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-036.

2x
3255

2x

Fatimid, al-Mu’izz Ma’add, AH 341-365/ CE 948-953, Gold Dinar (4.14g). Al-Mansuriya mint, AH 347.
Three concentric legends, pellet at center. In reverse middle margin, “‘Ali is the most excellent of the
caretakers and the vizier of the best of the messengers”. Nicol 400; Album 697.1. In NGC holder graded
“UNC Details, Cleaned”.
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-041.

3256

2x
2x
Fatimid, al-’Aziz Nizar, AH 365-386/ CE 975-996, Gold Dinar (4.10g). Al-Mansuriya mint, AH 366. Two
concentric legends with broad empty band between, pellet at center. Elusive date for this common mint.
Nicol 747; Album 703. In NGC holder graded AU53.
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-039.

2x
3257

2x

Fatimid, al-Hakim Abu ‘Ali al-Mansur, AH 386-411/ CE 996-1021, Gold Dinar (4.21g). Misr (al-Fustat)
mint, AH 400, without heir. Two circular inscriptions with two-line text at center. Crude calligraphy typical
of this type. Nicol 1086; Album 709.2. In NGC holder graded AU55.
$350
NGC Certification 4930815-042.

3258

2x
2x
Fatimid, al-Mustansir Abu Tamim Ma’add, AH 427-487/ CE 1036-1094, Gold Dinar (4.26g). AlIskandariya (Alexandria) mint, AH 474. Single-margin type with added titulature ‘abd Allah wa walihi.
Nicol 1679; Album 719.2. In NGC holder graded AU53 (erroneous date “AH487” on label).
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-043.

2x

3259

Muluk al-Tawa’if: ‘Abbadid of Seville, al-Mu’tadid ‘Abbad, AH 433-461/ CE 1042-1069, Gold Dinar
(3.91g). Al-Andalus (Córdoba) mint, AH 438, citing posthumously al-imam Hisham (Hisham III, the last
Umayyad Caliph of Córdoba). Ruler cited as Muhammad and al-hajib ‘Abbad. Zeno 140639; cf. Miles
547 (dated 437); Album 401. Rare. Light obverse doubling. In NGC holder graded AU58 (erroneously
attributed as “Umayyad al-Andalus, Hisham II, 1st Reign, AH 366”).
$750
NGC Certification 4930815-040.
With the collapse of the Umayyad Caliphate of Córdoba in 1031, Islamic Spain fragmented into a collection of some 23
local dynasties known collectively as Muluk al-Tawa’if in Arabic and Reyes de Taifas in Spanish. Some were mere city-states.
Others controlled considerable territories. The ‘Abbadids of Seville proved to be the strongest of the Taifas. The ‘Abbadids
devoted much energy to extending their power over other Taifas but this weakened the Muslims of al-Andalus as a whole, to
the advantage of neighboring Christian kings. When the Christian Alfonso VI of Castile captured Toledo in 1085, the ‘Abbadid
ruler Muhammad al-Mu’tamid called on the Berber Almoravids of North Africa for assistance. Alfonso was defeated but the
Almoravids had gained a foothold in Spain. In 1095, al-Mu’tamid was overthrown by the Almoravid emir Yusuf ibn Tashufin
and exiled to Morocco.

2x
3260

2x

Fatimid, al-Amir Abu ‘Ali al-Mansur, AH 495-524/ CE 1101-1130, Gold Dinar (4.41g). Al-Iskandariya
(Alexandria) mint, AH 502. Two concentric legends either side with two-line central inscriptions. Nicol
2446; Album 729. Minor clip as made. In NGC holder graded MS63 (erroneous date “AH500” on label).
$400
NGC Certification 4930815-044.

2x
3261

2x

Almoravid (Murabitid), ‘Ali ibn Yusuf, 500-537/ 1106-1142, Gold Dinar. Ighranatah (Granada) mint, AH
515. O: Kalima, ruler cited as amir al-mu’minin ‘Ali bin Yusuf; in margin, Qur’an 3:85. Reverse:  Caliph cited
generically as al-imam ‘abd Allah amir al-mu’minin; mint and date formula in margin. Letters ma above
obverse, lk (ld) below reverse, ‘am in place of sanat in margin. BM V, 19; Lavoix BN II, 590; Hazard 245n;
Album 466.1. Elusive Spanish mint. In NGC holder graded AU58.
$750
NGC Certification 4930815-045.

3262

2x
2x
Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-Din Yusuf I bin Ayyub (“Saladin”), AH 564-589/ CE 1169-1193, Fatimid-style
Gold Dinar (4.24g). Citing the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mustadi, mint flat, AH 574. Three concentric legends,
Yusuf / bin Ayyub in two lines at center. Reverse:  Three concentric legends, al-imam / al-Hasan (caliph)
in two lines at center. Balog 16; Album 785.1. Crude execution, digit of date indistinct. In NGC holder
graded AU55.
$300
NGC Certification 4930815-049.

3263

2x
2x
Muwahhid (Almohad), Abu Yusuf Ya’qub ibn Yusuf, AH 580-595/ CE 1184-1199, AV dinar or dobla
(4.60g). Without mint or date. Ruler cited as amir al-mu’minin Abu Yusuf Ya’qub bin amir al-mu’minin
bin amir al-mu’minin in reverse margin, patronymic in field. Hazard 502; Album 484. In NGC holder
graded AU55, erroneously attributed to “Abu Abd Allah Muhammad (AH595-610)” on label.
$450
NGC Certification 4930815-047.

3264

2x
2x
Ayyubid, al-Kamil Muhammad I, AH 615-635/ CE 1218-1238, Gold Dinar (4.50g). Al-Qahira (Cairo)
mint, AH 626, citing the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mustansir. Ruler cited as al-malik al-Kamil Abu al- Ma’ali
Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr bin Ayyub. Balog 373; Album 811.3. Minor roughness on reverse. In NGC
holder graded MS63 (erroneously dated “AH634” on label).
$350
NGC Certification 4930815-050.

2x
3265

2x

Ziyanid, Abu Tashufin ‘Abd al-Rahman I, AH 718-737/ CE 1318-1337, Gold Dinar (4.61g). Tilimsan
(Tlemcen) mint, undated. Ruler cited as amir al-mu’minin ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn al-khulafa’ al-rashidin in
obverse margin. Hazard 648; Album 515.2. Fully struck, fine calligraphy. In NGC holder graded MS64.
$600
NGC Certification 4930815-046.

2x
3266

2x

Burji Mamluk, al-Ashraf Barsbay, AH 825-841/ CE 1422-1438, Gold Ashrafi (3.37g). Al-Qahira (Cairo)
mint, AH [8]34. Balog 706; Album 998. Legends in four rows divided by horizontal cables. In NGC holder
graded AU50 (erroneous date “832” on label).
$250
NGC Certification 4930815-054.
The gold ashrafi was introduced in AH 829. Named after Barsbay’s laqab al-Ashraf, the new denomination was struck to the
weight and fineness of the contemporary Venetian ducat (about 3.42g). Unlike the failed reforms of his predecessors al-Nasir
Faraj and al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh, Barsbay’s reform was a success, maintained through the end of the Mamluk state and continued
by the Ottomans into the 19th century.

2x
3267

2x

Volga-Bulghars. “Yaltavar”? — Almish b. Shalkay (first half of the 4th Century hijra/10th Century AD).
Silver Dirham, 3.04g. Copied from a Samanid Dirham prototype, pseudo mint al-Shash (blundered) and
date “308”? (the hundreds blundered) (Album N1481). Ruler cited as al-Amir Yaltavar bottom line reverse
central legend (Album N1481). Very rare. Choice Very fine.
$400
Ex The New York Sale, Jan.9, 2013, lot 422.

2x
3268

Great Mongols. Anonymous, ca. 1220s-1250 AD. Gold Dinar, Khujanda, nd, 4.49g. Citing the Caliph alNasir. khani above, mint below (Album A1967). Typical flat areas. Good Very Fine.
$600

2x
3269

2x

2x

Great Mongols. Anonymous, ca. 1220s-1250 AD. Gold Dinar, Bukhara (?), nd, 3.38g. Citing only the
Caliph al-Nasir (Album A1967). Rare. Crude Very Fine.
$600
Ex Dmitry Markov Sale, Feb 15, 1995, lot 42.

2x
3270

Great Mongols. Möngke (AH 649-657/1251-1259 AD). Gold Dinar, Herat, 2.92g. Mongke / qa’an al-`adil
/ zuyyida `adlahu, mint above (Album T1977var). Very rare. Flatly struck areas. Crude Very Fine. $600

2x
3271

2x

2x

Ilkhanid. Arghun (AH 683-690/1284-1291 AD). Gold Dinar, Taus, date off flan. Uighur obverse (Album
2144, unrecorded in gold by Diler). Very rare. Partially flat. Very Fine.
$500
Ex The New York Sale, Jan. 9, 2013, lot 425.

2x
3272

2x

Ilkhanid. Arghun (AH 683-690/1284-1291 AD). Gold Dinar, Tabriz AH 690, 4.29g. Uighur obverse
(Album 2144). Scarce with mint and date. Good Very Fine.
$400

2x
3273

2x

Ilkhanid. Gaykhatu (AH 690-694/1291-1295 AD). Gold Dinar, mint off flan AH 691, 4.47g. Quadrilobe
type, Uighur obverse (Album 2158.1). Some flatness in reverse margin. Extremely Fine.
$400

2x
3274

2x

Ilkhanid. Ghazan Mahmud (AH 694-703/1295-1304 AD). Gold Dinar, mint and date off flan, type
Tabriz, 4.91g. Album 2167. Rare. Some flatness in margins. Extremely Fine.
$400
MEXICO

2x
3275

2x

Gold 20 Pesos, 1873 3 over 1-Go S. Guanajuato Mint. Cap within rays above balance scales, mint, assayer
and value below, Reverse: Facing eagle with snake in beak. Mintage of only 7,000. (Fr 124; KM 414.4).
Brilliant mint luster. In NGC holder graded MS 62.
$2,200
NGC Certification 4494331-011.

NEPAL

3276

2x
2x
Gold 1000 Rupee, VS2031 (1974). Conservation series. Crowned bust right, Reverse: Great Indian
Rhinoceros, weight 0.9675 ounce (Fr50; KM844). Mintage 671. In NGC holder graded Proof 68 Ultra
Cameo.
$2,700
NGC Certification 4628862-010.

NETHERLANDS

3277

Utrecht. Silver Ducaton (Silver Rider), 1768. Armored knight on horse above crowned Utrecht shield.
Reverse: Crowned and supported arms (Dav 1832; KM 92.1). Deeply toned. In PCGS holder graded AU
55.
$250
PCGS Certification 421650.55/40107030.

3278

Utrecht. Silver 3 Gulden, 1793. Standing figure leaning on column with cap on pole, date below. Reverse:
Crowned arms dividing 3 - G.L (Dav 1852; KM117). Sharply struck. In PCGS holder graded MS 62.
$250
PCGS Certification 529924.62/40107031.

PERU

2x

3279

Fernando VII (1808-1824). Gold 8 Escudos, 1810-JP. Lima mint. Uniformed imaginary bust right. Reverse:
Crowned Hapsburg arms within chain of the Order of the Golden Fleece (Fr 44; KM 107). In NGC
holder graded AU 58.
$2,000
NGC Certification 4629059-005.

POLAND

3280

Sigismund III (1587-1632). Silver Taler, 1628-II. Bromberg mint. Jacob Jacobson van Emden mintmaster.
Crowned half-figure right, holding sword and orb. Reverse: Crowned arms dividing I - I (Dav 4316; KM
48.1). Toned. In NGC holder graded AU Details (Edge Filing).
$750
NGC Certification 5704700-005.

3281

2x
Ladislaus IV (1632-1648). Silver Taler, 1633-II. Bromberg mint. Jacob Jacobson van Emden mintmaster.
Crowned half-figure right, holding sword and orb. Reverse: Crowned arms dividing I - I (Dav 4326; KM
54). Toned. In NGC holder graded AU 55.
$1,500
NGC Certification 5704700-004.

Rare 1642 Taler of Ladislaus IV

2x

3282

2x

Ladislaus IV Vasa (1642-1648). Silver Taler, 1642-GGBS. Bromberg mint. Crowned bust right. Reverse:
Crowned coat of arms dividing mint master’s initials and year (Dav 3329; Gum 1553; KM 62). Lovely old
cabinet tone with a trace of luster. Rare type. In PCGS holder graded AU 55.
$3,000
PCGS Certification 344680.55/40107035.

SOUTH AFRICA

2x

3283

Natura Coinage. Gold Ounce, 1994. Lion’s head right. Reverse: Family of lions, weight 1 ounce 999,9 below
(KM-192). In NGC holder graded Proof 67 Ultra Cameo.
$1,800
NGC Certification 4474913-005.

TANZANIA

3284

Three Piece Set. Gold 1500 Shilingi; Silver 50 Shilingi and Silver 25 Shilingi, 1974. Conservation series Set.
Features the Cheetah on gold, Rhinoceros on 50 Shilingi and Giraffes on 25 Shilingi, gold weight 0.9675
ounce (Fr-1; KM-9, 8, 7). Proof mintage of gold only 866 pieces struck. 25 Shilingi in NGC holder graded
Proof 68 Ultra Cameo; 50 and 1500 Shilingi In NGC holders both graded Proof 69 Ultra Cameo.
$3,600
NGC Certification 3926449-012, 3926453-012, 3926453-032.

2x

3285

Gold 1500 Shilingi, 1974. Conservation series. Bust of President Nyerere left, Reverse: Cheetahs, weight
0.9675 ounce. Proof mintage of only 866 pieces. In NGC holder graded Proof 67 Ultra Cameo.
$2,300
NGC Certification 1709504-005.

End of Sale
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